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ABSTRACT
Municipal annexation is a powerful tool for improving communities. United States cities
historically use municipal annexation to increase tax revenues, grow populations, and increase land
areas. However, attitudes about annexation are changing and there is emerging interest in broadening
annexation practices to advance a broader range of social and environmental benefits. For example,
annexation can be used to improve blighted areas, control overdevelopment, protect environmentally
sensitive areas and open spaces, and improve the lives of residents. It is not clear if cities support using
annexation in this way, and if so, when those uses are possible.
Despite restrictive laws and regulatory hurdles, South Carolina municipalities actively annex new
land into their cities. Using a South Carolina policymakers survey, case studies of four South Carolina
cities and quantitative mixed-method triangulated research, this thesis explores South Carolina
municipalities’ willingness to use annexation for societal and environmental good.
This research confirms that cities can use annexation beyond traditional reasons of revenue,
population, and land area growth. Cities can use annexation for social and environmental justifications
to improve communities and the lives of those who live there. However, as with many public policy
questions, cities must balance the public benefit of the annexation with the cost of implementation and
service. This thesis identifies issues with annexation and makes recommendations for implementation
and future research.
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INTRODUCTION
Cities throughout the United States face immense economic and growth challenges. They
must balance growth pressures while ensuring a high quality of life for all residents, including the
poor, the most vulnerable, and those living in blighted areas. To inspire municipal vibrancy and highquality life, cities must manage population growth, build city revenues, and improve services to all
residents, not just for the power elite and the most privileged. In addition, with new and increased
awareness of social and environmental justice, cities must creatively and unapologetically embrace
emerging thinking and change traditional orientations to create socially and environmentally just
cities. In these good cities, people excel and prosper.
Annexation can be a crucial tool in a city's arsenal to create world-class, inclusive, and
progressive cities. Cities mainly use annexation to increase the tax base, population, and land area
(Wang and Gorina, 2018; Read, 2017). Boundary expansions benefit residents living in the city with
little regard or consideration for residents outside the city fringe1 (Edwards and Yu Xiao, 2009;
Blanton, 1961; Fleischmann, 1986). As a result, policymakers currently devote little attention to
using annexation to improve blighted areas, protect from overdevelopment, conserve the
environment, or enhance the quality of life for residents living outside city boundaries. Historically,
annexation has not been used to benefit residents living outside municipal borders.
This research examines how annexation behaviors are emerging and changing, including
whether cities are willing to consider annexation to improve the lives of residents at the fringe,
revitalize blighted areas, and protect the environment and open space. This thesis proposes new
thinking about annexation for city economic and population growth. How can cities use annexation

1

Note: This thesis defines fringe communities as areas contiguous to municipal boundaries but not currently
inside the city limits. The word fringe, in this context, is not a value judgment of the character of the area.
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to improve residents’ lives outside the city and revitalize depressed, blighted, and environmentally
challenged areas? I developed this thesis to answer the question, “Are South Carolina cities willing
to use annexation for societal and environmental goo? If so, how? If not, why?”
The literature devotes significant attention to legislative constraints on annexation (Rusk,
1993; Carr and Feiock, 2001; Sengstock, 1960). However, little attention is devoted to the impact
legislative constraints have on facilitating annexation. “Few scholars have empirically examined the
impact of annexation laws” (Facer, 2006, p. 697). Little research explores whether restrictive
legislation is actually realizing control over the number of annexations cities perform.
South Carolina offers a compelling case study of municipal annexation. The annexation
process, especially in South Carolina, is restrictive, laborious, and challenging. According to an
Upstate South Carolina Mayor, “South Carolina laws for annexation are outdated and antiquated.”
However, in spite of these restrictions, South Carolina is an active annexer, presenting the question
of how the restrictions shape these annexations.
While research explores reasons for annexation, little research categorizes the intent of
specific annexations. Even less academic attention is devoted to understanding and measuring the
requirements and intent in using annexation for social and environmental good.
This thesis is grounded on advocacy action research rather than traditional research
methods. Traditional research concludes, while action research is used to make decisions (Klein,
2021). Action research "combines theory and practice (and researchers and practitioners) through
change and reflection in an immediate problematic situation within a mutually acceptable ethical
framework" (Avison et al., 1999, ¶ 4). As described by Zuber-Skerritt and Perry (2002), action
research "is more appropriate than traditional research for improving practice, and professional and
organizational learning" (p. 171).
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To answer the research question, I analyzed annexation data compiled from the U.S. Census
Boundary and Annexation Survey (BAS) and the South Carolina Secretary of State (SCSOC) to reveal
National and South Carolina historical annexation behavior. I supplemented the data deficiencies
from the BAS and SCOSC with a comprehensive review of South Carolina city ordinances and city
council minutes. To understand policymaker perceptions of annexation in South Carolina and create
a robust measure of South Carolina policymaker perceptions, I conducted a six-minute internet
survey with city mayors, administrators, and planners in South Carolina’s 81 largest cities (N=188).
The response rate was robust at 61%. Finally, I chose four of those largest South Carolina cities as
case studies to explore annexation's nuances.
Despite legal challenges and restrictive annexation regulations, South Carolina is the second
most annexing state in the country (Boundary and Annexation Survey, 2021). South Carolina
annexation laws are restrictive yet don’t seem to slow South Carolina city annexations. The two
most significant restrictions are contiguity and the inability of cities to initiate annexations. In
addition, landowners must initiate all annexations through a request process (Municipal Association
of South Carolina, 2012; South Carolina Secretary of State, 2021).
And while the survey results show that few South Carolina cities actively seek annexation of
poor, blighted areas or for environmental good, policymakers are open to considering this in future
annexations. Annexation for good beyond traditional economic and population growth
considerations to emerging considerations of annexation for societal and environmental good is
possible and may therefore be a viable option for South Carolina municipalities under select
circumstances.
Change happens in America’s cities at the local level. Cities “can craft and deliver better
solutions to hard challenges since they match problem-solving to how the world works—integrated,
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holistic, and entrepreneurial rather than compartmentalized and bureaucratic” (Katz and Nowak,
2018, p. 7). Annexation is one of many tools in the municipal quiver, and if managed effectively, it
can radically transform communities and regions. Historically, most municipalities use annexation
only to increase municipal revenues and grow populations. Yet, few consider annexing fringe
properties as transformational opportunities to reinvigorate and revitalize depressed and blighted
properties into livable, thriving, prosperous neighborhoods (MRSC, 2020). "Annexation can
guarantee to a city a measure of responsible control over its future" (MRSC, 2020, p. 2).
We live in a challenging divisive world with serious social injustice and inequity issues. The
emergence of the Black Lives Matter movement, the Capitol Insurrection, DACA and immigration
issues, and an increasingly hostile and angry political environment further justifies the need for a
paradigm shift toward a more just and equitable country. Bipartisanship and political division are
rampant, ugly, and messy. However, if appropriately and compassionately approached, annexation
dilutes the constraints and limitations of partisanship. If properly positioned and managed,
annexation for good extends the boundaries of partisanship and builds a better future. This is not an
argument for using annexation for gerrymandering.
The ultimate challenge is balancing aggressive annexation and growth plans while remaining
compassionate, inclusive, and equitable, ensuring that growth and compassion are complementary,
not competitive. Cities can transform areas at the municipal edge from depressed environmental
liabilities into revitalized, vibrant communities not just for a privileged few but also for all people in
the community.
One of the most significant challenges as communities explore annexations, especially in
South Carolina, a conservative, personal property rights-focused state, is the perception that
governments do not operate in the best interest of their residents. According to Pew Research
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Center (2020), “For years, public trust in the federal government has hovered at near-record lows”
(¶ 1). South Carolinians prefer limited government power, and many residents believe big
government is not acting in their best interests (Dennis, 2018).
Real change happens at the local level, and decisions made by cities and towns most impact
the lives of residents. Cities can be at the epicenter of radical, emerging change. Cities are the future
of this country.
Local government plays Small Ball. It's what we do. Consistent, meaningful policy—
built at the local level—to improve our neighborhoods. The Public Good—made for
the people, by the people. Small, incremental changes, made at the local level can,
and does move mountains (Nakahodo, 2020, ¶ 4).
Realistically, changing the annexation paradigm from growth to equity is new thinking for
most municipalities. Change takes time, and patience and education are required to help our leaders
embrace the value of this change. Nevertheless, including distressed and environmentally sensitive
area annexations for community good is an emerging policy that will shape cities for future
generations.
Using cities in South Carolina as case studies, including Greenville, Columbia, Charleston,
and Florence, this research asks how cities can change annexation strategies from a centric benefit
focus into opportunities to improve and revitalize fringe neighborhoods. The ultimate challenge is
balancing aggressive annexation and growth plans while remaining compassionate, inclusive, and
equitable, ensuring that growth and compassion are complementary, not competitive. As a result,
cities can transform areas at the municipal edge from depressed, environmental liabilities into
revitalized, vibrant communities not just for a privileged few but also for all people in the
community.
This research supports annexation efforts to address social justice, inequality, and
compassionate revitalization in bordering areas. Cities can annex depressed communities, although
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possibly at a short-term financial drain and liability, and change the conversation to use annexation
as a strategy to improve the region; to use "Annexation for Good."
This thesis presents an emerging strategic and compassionate orientation toward city
annexation. I am not suggesting that all annexation should be conducted for social and
environmental good. Annexation only for good is unrealistic. Annexing properties for growth and
revenue is necessary to fund the "good" annexations. I suggest that "good" annexation should be
used in addition and as a complement to traditional annexation.
This thesis explores annexation to create better cities and improve the people's lives within
them. First, by exploring the power of annexation and how it applies to growth and equity theories, I
present the case for states' more inclusive and realistic annexation policies. Then, the principles
learned from Greenville, Columbia, Charleston, and Florence are applied to understand the
willingness of cities to use annexation to improve the quality of life for residents with enhanced
equity and environmental justice.
Scholars and government leaders must expand the role of annexation to build social, racial,
economic, and environmental equity.
A primary concern of [city councils] should be whether the proposed annexation
would be in the best interest of the residents of the municipality. Growth is
generally considered good because it expands services in urban areas, expands the
tax base, increases population, and involves more people in the political processes
that affect the level of services they receive (Municipal Association of South
Carolina, 2012, p. 2).
Annexations for good take many forms. Annexation for good can revitalize a blighted area,
protect and conserve open space and environmentally sensitive areas, and protect land from
overdevelopment. The costs and benefits to the city in each of these annexations differ. For
example, land conservation is relatively inexpensive for a city to service and maintain, while the
costs, especially in high crime, high poverty areas, can be prohibitive.
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In this thesis, I encourage policymakers to rethink boundary expansion. First, I build the case
for local governments to use annexation for good. Consequently, this research provides strategies
on how municipalities use annexation to create social and environmental value for the public good.
The research question I answer is, "Are South Carolina cities willing to use annexation for societal
and environmental good? If so, how? If not, why?"

LITERATURE REVIEW
This thesis is grounded on an extensive literature review compiling a theoretical
understanding of annexation's role in improving communities currently outside municipal
boundaries. While the literature review devotes significant attention to the economic importance of
boundary expansion, the literature does not examine how communities can inspire an emerging
reason for annexation—annexation for good.
Annexation is complicated and messy, requiring a deeper exploration of academic theories
of growth, public choice and participation, and public policy. “Annexation is never a cut and dried
proposition” (American Society of Planning Officials, 1958, p. 15). While the annexation process is
easily understandable, the undercurrents and societal implications are more profound and
complicated. The impact of annexation beyond local government policy and politics requires
exploration of how annexation affects society and the lives of citizens. "There is not a more
controversial, legalistic, or emotional issue facing municipalities today than the process of
annexation" (Palmer and Lindsey, 2001, p. 63).
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DEFINING ANNEXATION AND ANNEXATION FOR GOOD
Long a source of local political furor, annexation is now a problem that can be
solved rationally. Benefits and losses to the city and fringe areas over a given period
of time can be fairly well determined. Instead of fear of city domination, county
residents are likely to base their views on the probable improvement of services and
facilities (American Society of Planning Officials, 1958, p. 1).
Simply, annexation is the expansion of a municipality's geographic boundaries. The National
League of Cities defines annexation as adding a territory to a municipal corporation as an integral
part (National League of Cities, 2019). Generally, annexation involves joining all or part of the
territory of an unincorporated, less populated, or local subordinate unit to that of a larger unit,
usually incorporated, offering a more complex array of municipal services (Wang, 2012).
United States cities have used annexation to expand boundaries for generations and is one
of the oldest and most common approaches in growing municipal boundaries (Edwards, 2009). It is a
way most of the nation's cities achieve their current size through the use of annexation (Edwards,
2009). Boundary expansion allows municipalities to grow and prosper. Although legal and economic
hurdles may restrain and constrain annexation, these issues are "only peripheral to the central—
power" (Moeser and Dennis, 2020, p. 34). Through annexation, cities extend their influence to more
people and more land areas outside the city. As a result, the city receives additional tax revenue and
controls and regulates development through zoning laws (Blanton, 1961).
Properly used, annexation preserves a growing urban area as a unified whole. It
enables urbanized and urbanizing areas to unite with the core city to which the
fringe is socially and economically related. In addition, it facilitates the full utilization
of existing municipal resources (MRSC, 2020, p. 1).
The Municipal Association of South Carolina (2012) states that growth and annexation
function in the municipality's best interest; expanding city services, increasing tax revenues, growing
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the population, and involving more people in the political process. The National League of Cities
agrees,
The urbanized core city may seek to annex (transfer a parcel of land from one
government to another) the adjacent urbanizing fringe area in order to use
resources efficiently, capture growth, gain a tax base, or implement a plan across
current borders. In some cases, annexation may precede urbanization as a means of
capturing anticipated growth (National League of Cities, 2019, ¶ 2).
As a political issue, "the heated controversies aroused by annexation movements may be
viewed as reflections of a significant social trend, the process of reurbanization" (Manis, 1959, p.
353). Writing in 1959, when people were beginning to move out of the cities, Manis states that small
towns could not keep pace with the demands of movement into the suburbs. As a result,
increasingly, suburban communities sought inclusion in the boundaries of neighboring cities (Manis,
1959, p. 355).
City growth is necessary and inevitable. Smirnova and Ingalls (2007) argue that if a city
cannot grow, it will suffer a "death by strangulation. The consequences?—deteriorating central
cities, fragmentation of the remaining urban region and proliferation of special purpose
governments to quench suburbia's thirst for services" (Smirnova and Ingalls, 2007, p. 72). Growth is
healthy for cities and necessary for continue municipal vibrancy.
Jackson (1985) declares that America’s great cities would not exist without boundary
adjustment. He contends that large American cities would have been surrounded by suburbs
without annexation in the nineteenth century, even before the Civil War.
Without exception, the adjustment of local boundaries has been the dominant
method of population growth in every American city of consequence. If annexation
(the addition of unincorporated land to the city) or consolidation (the absorption of
one municipal government by another, usually adjacent) had not taken place, there
would now be no great cities in the United States in the political sense of the term
(Jackson, 1985, p. 140).
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Municipal annexation is complicated and messy, often full of conflict and volatility, with
compromise challenging to achieve (Edwards and Yu Xiao, 2009). "While annexation is an important
avenue of growth, it is also a contentious one" (National League of Cities, 2019, ¶ 4). They involve
numerous stakeholders across private and public sectors with influence on the much larger
landscape. However, annexation is poorly understood and lacks attention and a robust theoretical
framework (Pomeroy, 2016). The public is wary, distrustful, and believes taxes increase with
annexation. Nevertheless, if cities make annexation a priority, it impacts a greater area and more
people than any other form of governmental reorganization (Pomeroy, 2016).

Elastic Cities
David Rusk, former Mayor of Albuquerque, hypothesizes that metropolitan areas that
expand boundaries experience more favorable social and economic results than those with limited
annexation abilities (Rusk, 1993). He describes the elasticity of a city as the ability to capture a
growing tax base yet expands it to how it impacts the overall health of a city (Rusk, 1993). The
greater the elasticity of a city or its ability to expand, the greater the fiscal health. With the
additional tax base from annexation the city can more evenly distribute the costs of municipal
services. “In areas where annexation is less feasible, the decay of the central city is more rapid or
likely to occur” (Thebo, 2012, p. x).
Cities with greater abilities to annex have much higher bond rating scores. Of cities
in large metropolitan areas, every city that expanded its boundaries by as little as 15
percent between 1950 and 2000 had a high bond rating in 2002. Conversely, all
cities with low bond ratings are those that had been unable to expand their
boundaries (Rusk, 2006, ¶ 2).
Elastic cities lead to the strengthening of the overall city, and elasticity significantly
contributes to central city growth. Rusk (2006) argues that through annexation, cities can lower
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poverty, provide better schools, and reduce the concentration of poverty. Rusk (1998) compares
cities that tripled territories between 1960 and 1990 (“Elastic Cities”) with cities that experienced
little or no expansion (“Zero Elastic Cities”). He found that
By 1990, average income inelastic cities was 91% of the suburban level, while
average income in zero-elastic cities was only 66% of the sub-urban level. Average
bond ratings were higher in elastic cities (double A) than in zero-elastic cities (single
A). Elastic cities were also less racially and economically segregated than their zeroelastic counterpart (Liner and McGregor, 2002, p. 1477).
Rusk concludes that metropolitan areas with more “elastic” central cities improve the
overall city with higher job creation, average income, and population growth. Elastic cities have
small central city-suburb income gaps and smaller poverty concentrations and have less racial
segregation. It is not a choice between doing good or doing well, but planning for people. Growing
areas adds tax revenues, increases federal funding opportunities, and encourages robust fiscal
health (Thebo 2012; Rice, 2008).
Rusk (2006) concludes that annexation is key to building a healthy municipal economy. His
study of elastic cities revealed that cities with high annexation rates achieve higher bond ratings
(Rusk, 2006). In addition, the city’s bond rating and financial condition are associated with a city’s
positive economic condition, including operations ratios, debt service ratios, and revenue and
expenditure levels (Wang, 2012). The city’s ability to annex is a primary determinant of its fiscal
health (Rusk, 2006).

What is Annexation for Good?
Cities can use annexation beyond economic growth and use it to improve the community. In
a classic annexation article, the American Society of Planning Officials (1959) contends that
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One does not annex for financial reasons only, and the intangible aspects may be
the ones that tip the balance, A poor fringe area adjacent to a good city may require
upgrading to maintain the character of the city itself, even though the process of
annexation may be costly to the city for a while (p. 1).
Determining if annexation is “good” is challenging and subjective. Good annexations take
several forms. I contend that using annexation to protect environmentally sensitive land or to
conserve green space and protect from overdevelopment is a good annexation. Annexation to
improve a blighted area is also goo; however, the impact of these annexations may be more difficult
to measure. Annexation of a high crime, blighted area with the intent to revitalize it is good, but
annexing an undeveloped area to build a golf course community with mile income housing may be
as evident.
Annexation can be exclusionary if not applied correctly and ethically. "Municipal
underbounding" is where targeted populations, often racial minorities, living in unincorporated
areas at the community fringe of communities are systematically excluded from incorporation into
the city (Wilson and Edwards, 2013). Cities often prefer to grow by leapfrogging underserved
neighborhoods leaving unincorporated areas as political and spatial islands within municipal
boundaries (Mukhija and Mason, 2013).

NATIONAL ANNEXATIONS
Since 1960, the United States population has grown to over 331 million in 2020. However,
population growth has recently flattened out and shows the slowest growth in recent history.
Between 2020 and 2021, U.S. population growth was only 0.12% (Frey, 2021) (Figure 1). The
decrease started in the early 1990s. And yet, the population is concentrating in cities.
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Figure 1. U.S. Annual Population Growth Rate (1990 to 2021)

(Frey, 2021)

Cities are growing, and much of that growth is in the United States is within cities. Newman
et al. (2016) proposed that by 2030 cities are expected to grow in land area by 2.5 times (p. 143).
"America continues to become a more urban nation; Since 2010, metropolitan areas in the United
States grew in population by more than 6 percent, while non-metropolitan areas shrank by 0.5
percent" (Arnosti and Liu, 2018, ¶ 3).
As shown in Figure 2, population growth in rural areas has been flat since 1960. (Statistica,
2021), with almost all population growth happening in cities. Cities are the point of municipal
growth and development
Figure 2. Urban and Rural U.S. Population
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ANNEXATION FOR GOOD
Annexation is widely used throughout most regions of the United States except the
Northeast. Annexation is the primary method of urban expansion and played an important role in
U.S. municipal growth for decades, accounting for 98% of the growth of municipal land area
between 1950 and 1970 (Newman et al., 2016, p. 144). According to the U.S. Census Bureau, from
1970 to 1998 annexation in the United States involved a million people and 4.6 million acres of land.
Ninety percent of U.S. cities that could annex land did so from 1990 to 2000 (Newman et al., 2016,
p. 144).
Since the early 1800s, annexation has been the primary method for physically growing
municipalities. Between 1990 and 1999, cities in the United States performed 30,000 annexations
involving more than 600,000 people and 3,000 square miles of land (Edwards and Yu Xiao, 2009).
Edwards claims that if annexations had not occurred, "there would now be no great cities in the
United States in the political sense of the term” (Edwards, 2009, p. 119). With slowing national
population growth, concentrated growth in urban areas, and population growth within cities,
annexation becomes valuable for cities as they continue the pursuit of growth.

REGULATION, LAW, LITIGATION AND ITS LESSONS
Annexation Regulation
State regulation governs local annexations, and the stringency of the code varies widely
between each state (Palmer, 2001). According to the American Society of Planning Officials (1958)
“the laws of many states make it difficult to extend corporate boundaries to include areas that
should be within them” (p. 16). As a result, the states determine the range of powers available to
most local governments and this determines the extent, in turn, of South Carolina cities’ authority.
With little federal guidance, state laws for annexation vary widely (Carr and Feiock, 2001;
Palmer and Lindsey, 2001). Boundary expansion is often viewed as a purely political matter and
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totally within the power of state legislatures to regulate (American Society of Planning Officials,
1958, 2). “What takes place at the local level is shaped by governing legislation at the state level and
that legislation is not uniform across the country” (Pugliano, 2015, p. 11).
Regulation adoption often differs between states (Table 1). For example, half of the states
require public hearings, and on the other extreme, only ten states require referenda (Carr and
Feilock, 2001, p. 465).Adoption of regulations varies widely between states. For example, public
hearings are required in half the states, and on the other extreme, referenda are required by only
ten states (Carr and Feilock, 2001, p. 465).
Table 1. Common Rules Regulating Municipal Annexation
Provisions in State Law

Number of States

SC Requirement?

Public hearing required

27

No

Referendum and majority approval in the city required

14

No

Referendum and majority approval (or majority written
consent) in the area to be annexed required

19

No

Approval of county governing authority required

11

No

Referenda and concurrent majorities in the city and areas
to be annexed required

10

No

(Carr and Feilock, 2001, p. 465)

Current annexation studies exploring the influence of state annexation laws on the use of
boundary expansion is outdated. Facer (2014) contends that
[F]ew scholars have empirically examine the impact of annexation laws.
Additionally, the few scholars examining the impact of state laws on annexation
activity have generally based their research on annexation data from the 1960s,
1970s, and 1980s (p. 697)
The two most commonly used annexation methods are popular determination and
municipal determination (Sengstock, 1960). With popular determination, the property owners
initiate the annexation, while the municipality can begin the process with municipal determination.
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Carr and Feiock (2001) state that annexation plays a more active role in states considered service
providers, with more significant restrictions experiencing more political fragmentation (Carr and
Feiock, 2001).
Since the 1970s, state annexation regulation in many states has allowed cities to actively
and aggressively annex. However, rules in other states have become more stringent, and
annexations have become more difficult.
Some state laws give nearby cities unilateral power to annex unincorporated
residential, commercial, and industrial development without landowner approval
(Texas, Tennessee, and, in particular, North Carolina law virtually mandate such
annexations.) When cities have the power to annex, they use it (Rusk, 1999, p. 133).
Some laws facilitate annexation, and laws that are designed to facilitate annexation are
typically associated with high levels of annexation activity (Facer, 2006, p. 706). If the laws allow
easy annexation, cities will actively annex rural areas into the city. “On the other hand, laws
designed to constrain annexation are not very likely to have lower levels of activity” (Facer, 2006, p.
697).
States with property owner-initiated annexation and donut hole* provisions annexed more
than states without these provisions. Likewise, states with provisions for noncontiguous annexations
had more annexations than those without these provisions (Facer, 2006, p. 706).
Facer (2006) calculated the correlation of the municipal annexation requirements with the
level of annexation activity (Table 2). Non-contiguity “produces the most robust differences of all
annexation provisions explored” (Facer, 2006, p. 705).
Regulations have not always had the desired effect. According to Facer (2006), laws
designed to constrain annexation are not as likely to produce lower annexation levels. “The ease or

*

Note: Donut holes, or enclaves, are areas, normally less than a few acres, that are not officially within city
limits, but are encircled by the city.
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difficulty of annexation procedures under controlling statutes does not appear to be predictive of
annexation activity” (Palmer and Lindsey, 2001, p. 65). States with election provisions had 84% more
annexations than states without them, and states requiring service plans annexed 92% more than
states without them (Facer, 2006, p. 706).
Table 2. Municipal Annexation Requirements and Correlations
Requirement

Description

Correlation with
Annexations

Contiguity Requirement
(Noncontiguous)

The territory to be annexed must be adjacent to the
annexing city.

p = .032

Service Plan/Impact Reports

Detailed outlines for providing services to areas
proposed for annexation.

p = .047

County Governing Authority

Requires approval from county officials with formal
input mechanisms.

p = .059

Cross-County Annexation

Municipalities in one county are allowed to annex land
in an adjoining county.

p = .032

Election by Registered Voters

Requires a referendum among voters.

p = .047

Local Resolution or Ordinance

Municipalities initiate annexations through local
resolutions or ordinances

p = .010

Public Hearings

Allow property owners, residents, and other citizens to
have input.

p = .051

State Legislature Initiated

Legislature is authorized to make changes to municipal
boundaries.

--

Unincorporated Islands (Enclaves)

Procedures allow for donut holes, unincorporated
areas surrounded by the municipality.

p = .055

Compiled by the author (Facer, 2006)

Annexation legislation and practices in many states are based on statutes enacted at the
turn of the 20th century and are archaic and outdated (Galloway and Landis, 1986, p. 28), and the
law relating to municipal annexation has changed only slightly in the last forty years (Palmer and
Lindsey, 2001).
South Carolina annexation laws are difficult, but have not stopped municipalities in the state
from annexation, supporting the findings of Palmer and Lindsey (2001). In a survey of South
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Carolina’s ten largest cities, “city limits – and cities’ attitudes toward annexation – are very much a
hodgepodge, framed by local politics, a city’s services and its unique geography” (Behre and Alani,
2018, ¶ 1). According to former S.C. State Senator Jim Ritchie, “I don’t think it is any secret that our
annexation laws in this state are antiquated and an impediment to South Carolina being successful”
(Behre, 2007). However, according to Greenville Mayor Knox White,
We have very tough annexation laws in South Carolina, but I also think that’s been
kind of an excuse cities have used. It’s part of building your tax base… It’s really a
test to whether a city believes in itself (Behre and Alani, 2018, ¶ 29).
South Carolina’s strict laws about annexation are rooted in the state’s emphasis on personal
property rights. South Carolina is a conservative state. Individual property rights with limited
government control are important to South Carolinians.
It’s always been a state – back to Civil War times – skeptical of big government. It’s
not surprising [South Carolina] is a state where the people have a lot of control and
say over what towns they live in. It’s also a state with a history of lower taxes and
smaller government (Dennis, 2018, ¶ 12).
The two most significant challenges hampering annexation in South Carolina are property
contiguity and the requirement that annexation must be initiated by property owners rather than by
local governments. Unfortunately, the definition of contiguity is not as simple as it appears. For
example, properties connected by water and a line of sight are considered contiguous in South
Carolina (Lady’s Island Business and Professional Association, 2017).
Contiguous means property which is adjacent to a municipality and shares a
continuous border. Contiguity is not established by a road, waterway, right-of-way,
easement, railroad track, marshland, or utility line which connects one property to
another; however, if the connecting road, waterway, easement, railroad track,
marshland, or utility line intervenes between two properties, which but for the
intervening connector would be adjacent and share a continuous border, the
intervening connector does not destroy contiguity (Municipal Association of South
Carolina, 2012, p. 6).
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South Carolina is a popular determination state, and municipalities cannot initiate the
annexation (Municipal Association of South Carolina, 2012). Instead, all requests for annexation
must come directly from property owners. While South Carolina law prohibits cities from initiating
annexations of private property, municipalities can actively advocate for annexation. Property
owners must support annexation, creating challenges for municipalities eager to expand their
boundaries.
South Carolina State Code has three provisions allowing for annexation: the 100% method,
75% method, 100% method, and 25% method.
100% Method. The 100% method is the most commonly employed in South Carolina
(Mothorpe, 2021, p. 405). Under the 100% method, all property owners sign a petition requesting
annexation and submit it to the municipality. Typically, single parcel owners use the 100% method.
However, many South Carolina municipalities use the 100% method for larger areas by writing an
ordinance for each parcel, thus avoiding the complications of getting 75% resident approval.
75% Method. The 75% method is a common method of annexation for multiple properties
in South Carolina. Seventy five percent of landowners owning 75% of the property area must
approve annexation. Under the 75 percent method, a municipality is required to conduct a public
hearing where the municipality must present a statement outlining “what public services the
municipality will assume or provide, the taxes and fees required for those services, and a timetable
for services” (Municipal Association of South Carolina, 2012, p. 3). Other annexations do not have
this requirement.
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Annexation is complicated and complex, and “the added complexity of the approval process
often inhibits the land acquisition process, thus adding a sometimes insurmountable hurdle to
annexation” (Hovecamp et al., 2015, p. 2). As shown in Figure 3, annexation in South Carolina using
the 75% method is complicated.
Figure 3. South Carolina Annexation Process (75% Method

(Stall, Compiled by author)

25% Method. The 25% method is rarely used but allows the election of an area for
annexation after 25% of the electors sign a petition requesting annexation. Rarely are municipalities
willing to put annexation on the ballot for a community vote, and my analysis of past annexations
demonstrated that this method is rarely, if ever used.
Other Constraints: Special Purpose Districts
While not officially considered regulation or litigation, South Carolina’s Special Purpose Tax
Districts deserve attention as municipalities consider boundary expansion and present an
annexation challenge. South Carolina has 230 Special Purpose Tax Districts (SPDs) (S.C. Secretary of
State, 2020), created by South Carolina counties at the request of district residents. SPDs are
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a district created by an Act of the General Assembly or pursuant to general law and
which provides any governmental power or function including, but not limited to,
fire protection, sewerage treatment, water or natural gas distribution or recreation.
A special purpose district also means any rural community water district authorized
or created under the provisions of Chapter 13 of Title 6 of the S.C. Code of Laws
(South Carolina Secretary of State, 2021, ¶ 1).
The intended purpose of Special Purpose Districts is to provide services, most often sewer,
water, and fire, the municipality or county does not currently offer. The elected governing board of
the SPD has the authority to impose and assess taxes on the value of real estate that go directly to
the SPD, with little governance or oversight.
Of South Carolina’s Special Purpose Districts 49 (29%) are within case study cities (Table 3).
Greenville, at 29, has significantly more than most counties, only surpassed by Spartanburg County.
Although each situation is different with each annexation, cities negotiate mutual aid agreements to
provide fire, water, and sewer in each special purpose district. Under many circumstances, property
taxes are higher in unincorporated areas than in cities. However, due to Special Purpose Districts,
and the taxes levied by them, residents often pay fewer taxes living within cities.
Table 3. Special Purpose Districts by South Carolina County
County

Number of SPDs

Spartanburg County

30

Greenville County

29

Anderson County

21

Pickens County

11

Charleston County

10

Chester County

10

Aiken, Horry, and Lexington County

9

Union County

8

Beaufort and Laurens County

7

Cherokee County

6

Florence and Richland County

5
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Litigations and Lessons
South Carolina has experienced many legal challenges to annexations attempted by
municipalities as some cities have attempted to push the regulations. It is important for South
Carolina policymakers to understand the legal cases shaping future annexations as several legal
cases have challenged South Carolina annexations. The primary legal challenges question contiguity
issues and conflicts with competing cities trying to annex the same property. (Table 4)
Table 4. Annexation and South Carolina Case Law
Case
Town of Forest Acres v. Town of
Forest Lake, 226 S.C. 349 (S.C.
1954)

Finding
The action involved a second attempt to detach a part of the town of Forest Acres and
annex it with the adjacent town of Forest Lake. The act was declared unconstitutional,
and the annexation is invalid.

Tovey v. City of Charleston, 237
S.C. 475, 117 S.E.2d 872 (S.C.
1961)

Tovey challenged the contiguity of properties to the City of Charleston.

Conway v. City of Greenville,
S.C., 254 S.C. 96 (S.C. 1970)

Dera Conway sued the City of Greenville, asking for a rezone to allow a portion of her
property used for commercial purposes, specifically to operate a construction company
and shopping center. The primary question is whether partial use of a tract preempts the
entire parcel.

Bryant v. City of Charleston, 295
S.C. 408 (S.C. 1988)

In Bryant, the trial court ruled water or marshland could not supply contiguity between
high grounds sought to be annexed.

Pinckney v. the City of Beaufort,
296 S.C. 142 (S.C. Ct. App. 1988)

The City of Beaufort annexed two lots of land on Lady’s Island in 1986. Gaillard and
Beaufort County sought a determination that that annexation was void. Established
contiguity through Factory Creek. The court affirmed.

Quinn v. City of Columbia, 303
S.C. 405 (S.C. 1991)

In 1989, the City of Columbia annexed a five-foot-wide, one-mile-long strip along the
banks of the Broad River in a classic “flagpole annexation. The annexation was upheld.

City of Columbia v. Town of
Irmo, 316 S.C. 193 (S.C. 1994)

The City of Columbia brought suit claiming jurisdiction over the Columbiana Center area
of Richland County that was annexed in 1990. The court held that the city had already
annexed the Columbiana area, and Irmo was enjoined from exercising jurisdiction.

St. Andrews PSD. v. City Council,
339 S.C. 320 (S.C. 2000)

The St. Andrews Public Service District brought suit challenging two City of Charleston
annexations conducted by the 75% method, claiming the city did not comply with
contiguity. The court ruled in favor of the city, stating that the SAPSD is a public service
district and cannot own property.

State v. City of Columbia, (SC
2000)

The City of Columbia purchased and annexed a five-foot-wide, one-mile-long strip along
the Broad River. Then, asserting the strip established contiguity, the city annexed 400
acres owned by Columbia Bible College. Using this for contiguity, the city then annexed
2,829 acres of state-owned property in 1989. The court upheld the annexations.
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Beaufort County v. Trask, 349
S.C. 522 (S.C. Ct. App. 2002)

In 1999, Flora Trask petitioned the City of Beaufort, SC, under the 100% method to annex
her property on Upper Cane Island across the Beaufort River from the city. The Town of
Port Royal sued the City of Beaufort, alleging that the city had illegally crossed the
eastern marsh of the Beaufort River to gain contiguity to Trask’s property on Upper Cane
Island. The ruling was affirmed.

Summerville v. Charleston, 378
S.C. 107 (S.C. 2008)

The towns of Summerville and North Charleston hoped to annex a property
known as the Berry Tract. Summerville wrote an ordinance to annex, and soon
after that, Charleston also wrote an annexation ordinance. Statutes require
publication of notice not less than thirty days before annexing real property.
The Town of Summerville did not comply with the statute.

Vicary v. Town of Awendaw, 822
S.E.2d 600, 425 S.C. 350 (S.C.
2018)

The Town of Awendaw annexed a property using a 10-foot wide strip through Forest
Service property. The court ruled that the annexation was invalid due to the town’s
“deceitful conduct.”

The loose definition of contiguity led to multiple litigations over annexation in South
Carolina, including “shoestring,” “flagpole,” and “balloon on a string” annexations. Under this
scenario, a narrow strip of land links to larger parcels. Tovey v. City of Charleston (1961) was one of
the first cases challenging contiguity in South Carolina. A few cases, Bryant v. City of Charleston
(1988), Pinckney v. the City of Beaufort (1988), and Beaufort County v. Trask (2002) tested the use of
water bodies to meet contiguity requirements.
Two other classic case in South Carolina questioned contiguous annexation. Vicary v. Town
of Awendaw (2019) questioned an annexation where the Town of Awendaw linked a 360-acre parcel
of unimproved real estate surrounded by a ten-foot-wide, 1.25-mile-long parcel in the Francis
Marion National Forest. Quinn v. City of Columbia (1991) appealed an order forbidding it from
annexing a property using a five-foot-wide and one-mile-long strip along the banks of the French
Broad River to reach the Harbison Subdivision.
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REASONS FOR AND BENEFITS OF ANNEXATION
The literature on the reasons municipalities annex is extensive. Traditionally, cities annex for
economic vitality, to manage growth and efficiency, and to protect political boundaries and maintain
city power. However, the literature suggests that the reasons for annexation are evolving and
emerging, using annexation to revitalize communities (Figure 4).
Figure 4. Traditional and Emerging Reasons for Annexation

Stall, Compiled from literature
review

According to Wang and Gorina (2018), annexation is valuable for many reasons; as a
management strategy to control and manage growth, promote economic development and planning
land use, and provide services to residents living on the fringes. In addition, annexation prevents the
creation of new municipal governments and prevents fragmented governments from controlling
urban sprawl and fiscal disparities. Therefore, annexation is crucial to maintaining and establishing
urban order and effective government (MRSC, 2020).
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Traditional Reasons for Annexation
“The benefits of a well-planned and judiciously considered annexation are manifold”
(Steinbauer et al., 2002). Cities use annexation to expand and thrive—and in some ways, to survive
(Lewis et al., 2018). Annexation is essential to promote orderly municipal development and growth,
deliver critical services, and provide additional land for employment, housing, and other uses (Lewis
et al., 2018). Annexation is essential to the city and the fringes, the areas outside the city, and the
region.
If a city within a metropolitan area hopes to establish high standards regarding
public health measures, police protection, recreational and welfare programs, what
is transpiring within the rest of the metropolitan area will affect and in some
instances be determinative of the success of any single municipality’s plans
(Sengstock, 1960, p. 2).
Counter to many published works, annexation can exceed these purposes (Figure 4). This
research proposes that annexation can enhance depressed areas outside the city limits and
improves residents' quality of life on the fringe. A general test to determine whether to annex an
area involves the following criteria: financial, social, and political ability to survive without benefits
to prosper from annexation. "If they cannot, then they should be annexed” (Blanton, 1961, p. 260).
Annexation can improve the plight of poor, distressed neighborhoods. Annexation can also
address environmental justice and create environmentally friendly, sustainable places. “A poor
fringe area adjacent to a good city may require upgrading to maintain the character of the city itself,
even though the process of annexation may be costly to the city for a while” (American Society of
Planning Officials, September 1958, p. 1). However, this must be balanced with the risk of harmful
gentrification.
Annexation cannot be haphazard, and policymakers must not pursue expansion without a
well-conceived, deliberate, and realistic plan. The total economic, environmental, and societal costs
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and benefits must be measured and analyzed. The annexation plan and strategy must fit and fully
align with the city's strategic goals for development and growth, including analysis of service needs
and services, growth trends, cost/revenue projections from annex areas, and political ramifications
(Read, 2017). Marohn (2018) writes that without understanding these components and aligning with
city goals, annexation is
rarely more than a sugar high. One with long-term consequences that are nearly
always negative. If you want your city to grow in a financially healthy, productive
way, it takes discipline and a balanced diet. But if you only seek that sugar high
when you're hungry, you'll grow, alright—but in a manner that will leave you
bloated and unsatisfied (Marohn, 2018, p. 1).
Annexation is "an essential tool in facilitating orderly urban development, efficient delivery
of urban services, and sound city government. It also facilitates growth by providing land for
housing, employment, and other uses” (Lewis et al., 2018, p. 290). Since the 1960s, opinions about
annexation have varied widely, ranging from highly in favor to violently against annexation. Views
about the wisdom of annexation differ between county and city governments, politicians, and
community residents.
Pugilano (2015) systematically examined the literature over the last fifty years and identified
three reasons for annexation. First, annexation is a vital tool to increase the tax base by
incorporating land that brings in revenue. Second, annexation is a tool for growth management,
reducing political fragmentation and urban sprawl. The final motivation is for political reasons, to
change or manage socioeconomic or demographic characteristics to fragment or solidify political
power,
The existence of a voter-approved annexation policy in a city has a significantly
negative effect on the amount of vacant land available for residential development,
and a significant, positive effect on market housing values, but no direct significant
effect on the number of parcels developed (Hovecamp, 2015, p. 1).
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The Municipal Association of South Carolina states that annexation is a positive strategy to
improve cities. The primary consideration is whether annexation is in the municipality's best
interests.
In some cases, the financial burden of furnishing services to a new area cannot be
offset by revenues, taxes and fees derived from the area. The annexation would
place an additional burden on existing municipal residents to expand services. In
many cases, the long-range benefits outweigh the short-term additional burdens.
The council has the duty to weigh all of the relevant factors and make an informed
decision on each proposed annexation (Municipal Association of South Carolina,
2012, p. 2).
The reasons for annexation expand beyond traditional annexation for societal and
environmental good. For cities that are currently considering annexing property, the strategic goal is
to improve the prosperity of existing residents (Marohn, 2018). Annexation improves the fringe by
revitalizing substandard housing; increasing job opportunities and driving economic development;
improving the environment by creating public parks and open spaces, protecting environmentally
sensitive areas; improving racial and social injustice; and controlling gentrification and displacement
through consistent land planning strategies.
The city must balance the benefit of annexation against the costs, how annexation aligns
with planning values and comprehensive planning, and the potential positive impact on the
community beyond city boundaries. The analysis includes exploring service needs, growth trends,
revenue projections, and the potential political implications and cost of annexation (Read, 2017).
Second, the city must consider and explore its core values and priorities, matched with the needs of
its citizens, to create its justifications for the reasons for annexation. Is a city willing to continue
annexation through traditional means only to maintain the status quo, or is a city ready to lead and
create a new paradigm and redefine traditional boundary expansion as an innovative strategy for
the public good?
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According to Rice (2008), economic growth outside cities is not accomplished merely by
adding people to the tax base. Some annexed areas have very few residents, and sometimes cities
annex to include features, such as roads, airports, bodies of water, or landfills that will improve the
city (Rice, 2008, p. 11).
Increase the Tax Base and Improve Economic Vitality and Fiscal Health
“Urban researchers argue that annexation is an important tool for municipal governments
because the relative ease by which a locality can annex affects its ability to preserve and enhance its
economic base” (Edwards, 2009, p. 121).
Cities strive to increase the tax base and increase municipal revenues. A city may actively
seek annexations in residential subdivisions, especially affluent ones, industrial and commercial
areas, and in undeveloped areas with high potential growth and development. Read (2017) focuses
on the economic potential of annexed properties, where additional revenue supports the cost of the
provision of services. Infrastructure development and maintenance are in the annexed area and
other city and fringe areas (Read, 2017).
Spread Per Capita Taxes and Decrease Taxes in Fringe Areas
The public in fringe areas often resists annexation with the misperception that city taxes will
be higher. Sin many areas of South Carolina, property taxes are actually lower than in Special
Purpose Districts outside the city. Some of the responsibility for the misperception lies in the
methods used to determine the costs and benefits. Coe (1983) states,
An examination of annexation studies reveals that the ways used to determine the
costs and benefits of annexation generally have not been methodologically accurate
or complete. Citizens in proposed annexation areas are therefore often skeptical of
such studies and vote negatively (Coe, 1983, p. 44).
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Fleshmann (1986) presents evidence that cities that actively annex have lower increases in
per capita taxes than those that do not actively annex. Thus, annexation is a way to spread existing
costs over a larger population (Feiock and Carr, 2001) and spread the revenue burden rather than
increase the size of the government (Wang and Gorina, 2012). However, cost spreading benefits
annexing cities at the expense of the annexed properties, especially in wealthier areas (Edwards,
2009).
Annexations may bring about lower utility rates, since city utility surcharges to
unincorporated territory would be lifted. Annexation often results in lower fire
insurance premiums. As more improvements and urban utilities are made available,
real estate values and marketability may improve (MRSC, 2020, p. 4).
Spread the Cost of Services
As a city grows, the per capita cost of services should decline, and annexation produces
economies of scale whereby efficiency in service provision is enhanced (Carr and Feiock, 2001).
Density is a crucial effect of annexation, and Edwards and Yu Xiao (2009) showed that administrative
and service delivery efficiency is higher with higher density development. They note, however, that
when annexing lower-density areas with lower development, services are more spread out and may
be more expensive to serve (Edwards and Yu Xiao, 2009). According to Austin (1999),
While there is skepticism about returns to scale in education, police, fire protection,
and many other services, cities can issue bonds more cheaply than small towns and
unincorporated areas, and have large scale water and sewer systems, which can be
extended cheaply relative to the cost of building new plants (Austin, 1999, p. 504).
Grow the Population and Service Efficiency
Cities strive to grow, and annexation is the most widely used way to extend a city's
population. Pomeroy (2012) notes that 92% of planners believe municipal annexation is essential to
municipal growth management (Pomeroy, 2018, p. 208).
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Many large cities were initially incorporated with limited land areas and started growing
through annexation in the nineteenth century. The growth was rapid and faster than the population,
as people and jobs at the end of the twentieth century were located far from traditional urban
centers (Carruthers, 2003). If this annexation had not occurred, many large cities would still be
small, contained, and surrounded by suburbs (Edwards, 2009).
Unfortunately, the primary way in which individual municipalities can control their
growth in many states is through negotiating annexation deals with developers for
more permissive zoning than allowed outside the municipality. That type of dealmaking—zoning for sale, in effect—occurs in many states, virtually eliminating
opportunities for growing cities to retain control over the quality of future
development (Porter, 1997, p. 72).
And if unable to grow, cities might experience stagnation and a decline in the quality of life
of their citizens. Many cities cannot annex because they are landlocked by surrounding
municipalities (Tyer, 1995).
The growth of separate fringe areas may produce a complex pattern of government
by multiple jurisdictions – city, county, and special districts – that can lead to
administrative confusion, inefficiency, duplication, and excessive costs. The urban
community can become a tangle of small competitive governmental units that lack
the administrative, jurisdictional, or financial ability to provide the essential services
and facilities necessary for sound development (MRSC, 2020, p. 1).
As much as possible, the growth of cities should be orderly, avoiding urban sprawl and
government fragmentation and encouraging regional governance (Galloway and Landis, 1986;
Wilson and Edwards, 2013). Advocates contend that smart annexation and sound land use planning
principles allow for controlled growth on the urban fringe. Bringing properties into the city can align
with city planning priorities rather than create a growth pattern of unilateral and uncoordinated
development (Wilson and Edwards, 2013). Through the planned development and service
consolidation, growth will be better coordinated and protect the city's health, safety, and welfare
(Reynolds, 1992).
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Annexation improves urban design and directs future land development and population
growth (Demaria, 2015; Edwards, 2009). The power to annex, including refusing annexation, is an
effective tool in growth management. Edwards (2011) states that annexation is an effective way to
encourage developers to build. Denial of annexation leads to undeveloped areas and limits future
development in locations outside the city (Edwards, 2011). In this way, annexation functions as “a
blunt, but potentially effective tool for shepherding growth” and mitigates further fragmentation of
metropolitan areas (Wilson and Edwards, 2013). As stated by Smirnova and Ingalls (20070,
In our view the ability to annex helps to create elastic cities and reduce the level of
fragmentation within metropolitan or urban regions. For the largest cities within
these regions, the central cities, annexation is the key to economic, social and
demographic health. Annexation might be viewed as a form of institutional
constraint within which cities have to operate (Smirnova and Ingalls, 2007, p. 72).
Protects from other Municipal Annexations and Limit Competition
Cities often compete with each other for annexable land. Fleischmann (1986) offers that
annexation is highly political and presents many political challenges as boundaries are contested.
According to Mothorpe et al. (2021), in what they proclaim is the “first parcel-level, time-series
empirical analysis of municipal annexation” (p. 385),
Our results indicate that an existing city’s annexation behavior differed significantly
in the areas threatened with the formation of a competing jurisdiction, yielding the
most compelling evidence yet that political motivations play a major role in the
annexation behavior of cities (Mothorpe et al., 2021, p. 385).
Mothorpe et al. (2021) suggest that annexation can be used to deliberately harm nonresidents. While an unfortunate policy, this leads to the creation of donut holes and enclaves.
Political decision-makers running cities may use annexation to hurt, deliberately,
non-resident property owners by stopping them from joining other towns they
willingly want to join and cutting them off as donut holes without the municipal
services they deserve (Mothorpe et al., 2021, p. 403).
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Cities often use annexation as a defensive device to protect from annexations by other
towns and cities., causing turf wars between neighboring communities. As cities annex and search
for additional expansion, neighboring towns also looking to expand become more and more
competitive with their neighbors.
Protect Political Boundaries
Annexation is highly political, and municipalities often use annexation as “an important tool
for power, political control and influence gaining” (Pomeroy, 2016, p. 25). Local politicians can use
annexation to protect and maintain their political boundaries.
Annexation can change the balance of political power, especially if voters in annexed areas
are politically different from city voters (Austin, 1999). City officials have used annexation to
broaden their political base, especially where council members have similar political interests or
party affiliations (Steinbauer et al., 2002). Politicians are less likely to annex areas that may
“significantly change the median voter’s location (and, hence, lower incumbent politicians’
reelection chances) and are more interested in annexations that increase the jurisdiction’s budget”
(Mothorpe et al., 2020, p. 387).
Furthermore, additional population drawn from predominately white suburbs may
represent new votes for a city faced with an increasing black population. This
strategy has proven to be particularly useful in the South where, generally, the
annexation laws are less restrictive than those in other parts of the country, where
the cities are less likely to be hemmed in by other municipalities, and where racial
politics over the years has been most acute (Moeser and Dennis, 2020, p. 34).
On a positive note, under-represented areas may gain more political power through
annexation Many unincorporated areas do not have robust and effective local political
representation. Municipalities may provide residents with better and more engage public
representation.
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County governments are expected to respond to the needs of an entire region,
including providing access to resources, like social services, public safety, and
political elections. Yet resources are allotted primarily to cities which can leave
unincorporated area residents’ concerns unaddressed (Fernández et al., 2018, p.
76).
Drive Economic Development
Small towns are especially challenged with economic growth and struggle to add jobs and
retain their populations in today’s knowledge-driven economy (Arnosti and Liu, 2018). Annexation
builds economic development in these communities, and residents benefit from increased
businesses in their neighborhoods. “Annexations may force new industry to develop in the city, and
thus create additional jobs, revenues, and greater bonding capacity” (MRSC, 2020, 4). Diers (2019)
states that community-based economic development could include growing businesses like microlending, credit unions, business incubators, and other cooperatives, which increase living wage jobs
for residents.
The flexibility to annex is more critical to a city’s overall bond rating than the area’s median
household income or poverty rate and is “an important route to economic health and development
for urban areas” (Rusk, 2006). Rusk contends that of 106 cities with populations of more than
500,000 who have expanded their boundaries, they had no less than a AAA bond rating. Conversely,
cities with lower bond ratings had been unable to expand boundaries (Rusk, 2006).
Manage and Control Sprawl
Urban sprawl is “the rapid expansion of the geographic extent of cities and towns, often
characterized by low-density residential housing, single-use zoning, and increased reliance on the
private automobile for transportation” (Britannica, 2021, ¶ 1). Edwards (2008) sees annexation as a
solution to prevent city splintering into multiple units of local government and is “an important tool
in a planner’s toolbox of regional strategies and one that may control urban sprawl” (Edwards, 2009,
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p. 120). Urban growth without central planning and control becomes urban sprawl. Suppose cities
are to continue to be effective units for urban services. In that case, they must be allowed to follow
natural growth patterns into those fringe areas where there is no urban development (Municipal
Association of South Carolina, 2020, p. 2).
Improve Urban Design and Unified Planning
Cities gain control over urban design and regain land use through annexation, especially in
subdivisions and local street design (Gardner, 2020). Demaria (2015) states that annexation is a
versatile and powerful growth management tool because it can lead and direct future development
and population growth. By gaining control of unplanned, unincorporated areas, cities can institute
land management practices and plan these areas more efficiently. In many areas, unincorporated
land in low-density areas is poorly designed, leading to increased costs in public services and
additional economic, social, and environmental problems (Skidmore et al., 2009).
Reynolds (1992) states that annexation is part of sound land-use planning principles.
When the interrelationships between the city and the fringe area is close, there is a
need for unified planning and zoning. By means of annexation, a city’s zoning
ordinances can be extended to adjacent areas in a logical manner, thus helping to
ensure orderly growth (Municipal Association of South Carolina, 2012, p. 2).
However, with the frequent city and county regulation disparities, land developers may
have added incentives to build on the fringes. Sometimes municipal governments are easier for
developers and managing in permitting and zoning.
Improve Services (Fire, Police, Sewer, Water, Sanitation)
Throughout the United States, cities face the challenge of equally providing services to
citizens. Austin (1999) links municipal growth to efficient urban services provision. With higher
density development, service delivery and administrative efficiency increase (Edwards and Yu Xiao,
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2009), and annexation increases service provision more efficiently with larger-scale service
production (Carr and Feiock, 2001).
Some annexation opposition results from a city’s perceived inability to adequately provide
services to the area being annexed (Hooten, 2002, p. 318). However, the depth of services is better
in most circumstances in cities. Possibly, the perception is that life outside of cities offers more
autonomy, space, privacy, and greater property rights. In an analysis of over 400 cities, Liner (1992)
discovered that “annexation activity is inversely associated with the growth of per-capita police and
fire expenditures and with municipal employment” (Edwards and Yu Xiao, 2009).
Kundel (1960) offers a different perspective with his assessment that some people may
move out of cities knowing that the quality of services outside the city may be less adequate than in
the city.
Apparently, there is something about the city, the memory of which is strong
enough to overcome the lack of services so that people would rather live with poor
services than in the city. But, unfortunately, exactly what this “something” is cannot
be readily ascertained from the data (Kunkel, 1960, p. 208).
Equitable Taxation and Paying Fair Share
Some South Carolina cities have large numbers of people living outside the city who work
and play in the city. Nonresidents coming into the city enjoy the benefits of the city without paying
for them. Municipalities must provide essential services, such as fire and police, for commuters yet
cannot capture revenue from them (Demaria, 2015). “Freeloading” is a common problem with
growing, vibrant cities, and annexation is a way for cities to capture people benefiting from city
services to pay their fair share (Liner and McGregor, 2002; Feilock and Carr, 2001).
Rice (2008) notes that as people moved out of cities and to the suburbs following World
War II, suburbanites enjoyed the lower taxes of less developed and less expensive suburbs while
also utilizing the benefits of city services. “For instance, they could drive on the city roadways to
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shop, work, and play, yet they did not help fund the cost of supporting the roads they used” (Rice,
2008). Thus, nonresidents avoid paying their proportionate share for services many enjoy every day,
nor pay the expenses cities assume in providing services to the poor areas (Reynolds, 1992).
Residents in fringe areas may also enjoy the benefit of city services without paying for them.
These residents can strain municipal government effectiveness by using the city’s services and
resources without contributing their share of the cost (Erika, 2021; Steinbauer et al., 2002).
Not only are these fringes socially and economically linked to the city, but often
times the residents and industrial and commercial businesses in the fringe areas
utilize the city’s resources and services without contributing their share of the cost
to the city (National League of Cities, 2019, ¶ 1).
Annexation decreases the financial burden of the externality by including commuters in the
taxable population (Demaria, 2015). Reynolds (1992) states that nonresidents “neither contribute
toward the maintenance of the city services and infrastructure they use on a daily basis, nor do they
pay a share of the expenses the city assumes in providing municipal services to the city's poor”
(Reynolds, 1992, p. 25). He continues that annexation would distribute these costs more equitably.
“In addition, it would give the city the only realistic method currently at its disposal for recouping
the cost of the services it already provides to outlying residents on a daily basis” (Reynolds, 1992, p.
25).
Maintain Racial Inequality
Unfortunately, racism and racial inequality are still issues, especially in the rural South, and
racial exclusion patterns still exist. Lichter et al. (2007) concluded that predominantly white
communities are less likely to annex black populations. This hypothesis is explored more deeply in
the results portion of this thesis. Lichter et al. (2007) conducted one of the few studies examining
the exclusion of Southern non-metropolitan towns. Using GIS and multivariate regression analysis,
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they found that ‘‘predominantly White communities were much less likely to annex Black
populations” (Mukhija and Mason, 2013, p. 67). Geographer Charles Aiken coined the term
“municipal underbounding” as the process of towns and small cities, primarily in the South, in
“gerrymandering their boundaries to avoid annexing poor African American neighbors” (Mukhija
and Mason, 2013, p. 67).

Emerging Reasons for Annexation
While annexation traditionally improves a community’s economic vitality, manages
municipal growth, and politically protects cities, other reasons for annexation are emerging. For
example, emerging thought proposes that annexation can prevent sprawl, control gentrification and
displacement, preserve the environment, and revitalize neighborhoods, directly benefiting fringe
areas. An analysis of reasons for annexation and the impact and benefit on cities and the fringes
proposes a model for emerging annexation thought.
Fringe Community Revitalization
Going beyond current municipal boundaries focuses on the region's overall health.
Annexation gives residents in fringe areas a “voice in the government of the larger community in
which they live. County dwellers can be substantially affected by actions of the central city, but they
have no participation in its affairs” (MRSC, 2020, p. 3).
Social Justice and Fringe Redevelopment
Annexation impacts communities' health, which is a significant key to economic, social, and
demographic health (Edwards, 2009; Rusk, 1993; Smirnova and Ingalis, 2007). Edwards (2008)
argues that annexation has significant influences on improving municipalities beyond economic
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drivers. “Public schools are better in cities that annex; poverty is less concentrated; and the citysuburb income ratio, an indicator of an urban area’s social health, is lower” (Edwards, 2009, p. 130).
Environmental Justice and Racial Equity
Concern for the environment and sustainability has been emphasized as a progressive landuse planning approach in the last couple of decades, and “more and more planners are working to a
racial equity as a lens to apply to their work” (Mogush, 2021, p. 9).
In many cities, areas outside the city limits were homes to industry, waste facilities, and land
uses not wanted within the city limits. Shi et al. (2016) note that climate change has a more
significant impact on the marginalized and the poor, even though they contribute less to global
emissions. Therefore, annexation must consider a component of justice and ensure people are
treated equally and fairly.
Justice therefore entails not only the fair distribution of goods, but also recognizing
cultural differences and removing procedural obstacles that prevent marginalized
groups from meaningfully participating in decisions that affect their property, wellbeing and risk (Shi et al., 2016, p. 132).
Pomeroy (2012) notes that environmental problems do not see political boundaries, and
more effective management of water and air resources is a strong argument for annexation. More
specifically, when municipalities are permitted to clean up hazardous areas, property values
increase (Steinbauer et al., 2002). Additionally, as cities expand, they can improve infrastructure and
create green infrastructure, which “provide a set of solutions that can reduce greenhouse gas
emissions and improve adaptation to future climate change in urban environments” (Shi et al., 2016,
p. 2).
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Environmental and Green Justice
Environmental injustices are widespread in urban distressed communities, and
despite executive orders, local laws, municipal ordinances, and numerous local
victories, they do not cease to exist. Such communities are also less likely to receive
environmental services and amenities, have access to healthy food markets, and
engage in sports and other physical activities (Anguelovski, 2014, p. 6).
Curran et al. (2012) contend that inadequate attention is given to environmental justice in
urban planning, and “while sustainability and green urbanism have become buzzwords in urban
policy circles, too little analysis has focused on who gets to decide what green looks like” (p. 1028).
People of color and the poor are often exposed to more environmental risks than whites and
wealthier individuals (Been, 1994). Often, low-income neighborhoods and communities of color
receive less environmental protection than affluent neighborhoods (Anguelovski, 2014).
Climate change unjustly impacts the more marginalized and poorest people (Shi et al.,
2006). Land uses that add to pollution, such as incinerators, power plants, and hazardous waste
sites, are often located near poorer, marginalized neighborhoods (Anguelovski et al., 2018).
Fringe neighborhoods are often the dumping grounds for unwanted land uses (LULUs), and
neighborhoods where LULUs have a higher percentage of racial minorities and are poorer (Been,
1994). Cities increasingly recognize the need to reduce social vulnerability by improving access to
infrastructure, public services, and awareness of climate impacts (Shi, 2016). However, fringe
neighborhoods often receive inadequate environmental services such as waste collection and street
cleaning and do not enjoy environmental amenities such as parks and open spaces as more affluent
neighborhoods (Anguelovski, 2006). In addition, fringe neighborhoods are more likely to be food
deserts without places to purchase healthy, culturally appropriate food.
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Emerging Support for Annexation for Good
As noted in this section, academic theories support using annexation primarily for economic
and growth reasons. At this point the literature does not provide universal support for annexation
for good. However, the literature suggests the potential for stronger support is possible. I present
the argument that annexation for goo is an emerging concept and policymakers may be willing to
consider annexing for these reasons. Academicians may not be enthusiastically suggesting, at this
point, annexation for good. However, the idea is emerging and, hopefully, I will present a foundation
of annexation for public goo that future academicians will support and embrace.

ANNEXATION AS A STRATEGIC TOOL
Proponents of Annexation
A 1966 report by the National League of Cities contends that annexation is a community
unifier and can bring municipal governments together.
[Annexation] may preserve an expanding metropolitan area as a unified whole; it
permits an urban society to conduct its affairs in an economic and comprehensive
fashion. Its proponents contend that annexation is the best single solution to the
political, social and economic problems caused by fragmented and overlapping
governments in growing urban areas (Edwards, 2009, p. 1).
Wang (2012) states that most residents who understand annexation generally support the
positive fiscal impacts, including higher per capita revenues, higher bond ratings, and greater fiscal
solvency. Annexation is positively associated with the financial condition of local government
(Wang, 2012). Residents in fringe areas use annexation to receive services from the municipality
they are currently not receiving. Residents who show greater dissatisfaction with service quality are
more likely to support annexation (Demaria, 2015). Annexation improves service efficiency through
better growth management (Steinbauer et al., 2002). Annexation reduces the development
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uncertainty in land developed or planned for development through smart land use planning (Thebo,
2012).
As noted in Figure 5, Pomeroy (2012), in a survey of city planners, reports that 95% of
planners believe annexation is “Important” or “Very Important” (p. 108).
Figure 5. Importance of Annexation to Planners
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(Pomeroy, 2016, p. 108)

Opponents of Annexation
The primary opponents of annexation are usually residents in the areas being annexed,
often loudly and passionately speaking up as the city seeks annexation approval. City residents may
oppose annexation because of a possible decrease in the quality of city services due to spreading
out the service area (Rice, 2008). Some may fear a loss of social identity, and as the municipality
expands, political power is diminished (Steinbauer et al., 2002). County officials may resist
annexation and consider it a “land grab” that causes hardships on areas ignored by annexation
(Steinbauer et al., 2002). However, the most significant resistance to annexation is the inaccurate
perception that property taxes are always higher in municipalities.
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Government Mistrust
Voters are often skeptical and distrustful of annexation. The methods used to determine the
costs and benefits presented by municipalities are often incomplete. Citizens tend to be “skeptical
and vote negatively” (Lewis et al., 2018, p. 291). The authors state,
If residents could exercise total control over growth, then the median voter would
reject the projects that could potentially engender losses in utility, financial, or
quality of life considerations. However, in the case of voter approval over
annexation, voters tend to vote negatively on annexation because the cost and
benefit of annexation is difficult to assess. (Lewis et al., 2018, p. 287).
Edwards (2008) states city government is often viewed as “corrupt, inaccessible, and
unresponsive. However, residents living in outlying areas may also view their community as a haven
from urban ills like poverty and crime, blighting land uses, and deteriorating neighborhoods” (p.
131). There is a misunderstanding about annexation and its effects by fringe residents outside the
annexing city. Often affluent areas resist annexation and are reluctant to annex poor neighborhoods
(Mukhiji and Mason, 2013). Mukhiji and Mason (2013) suggest that more affluent communities do
not want poor people in their backyards.
Increased Taxes
Residents in outlying areas fear increased taxes and less localized control (Rice, 2008; Feiock
and Carr, 2001). Suburban residents believe annexation leads to higher property tax assessments
(Palmer and Lindsey, 2001). The common misperception is that city taxes are higher than county
taxes, even when considering the taxes of special purpose tax districts. Especially in today’s
environment of government distrust, some opponents, according to Thebo (2012), challenge the
role of government and overreach by the government as an infringement on property rights. This is
particularly relevant in South Carolina, where personal property rights are essential to residents. For
example, in Greenville, if areas outside the city annex into the city, property taxes are lower for
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most properties, especially on the west side (Figure 6). In Chanticleer (circled in red), the owner of a
$300,000 home will save $239 in annual taxes if annexed into the city.
Figure 6. Property Tax Implications of Annexation in Greenville

Gentrification and Displacement
One of the most significant challenges of annexation is controlling displacement and
gentrification. Current debates argue whether gentrification is good or bad and whether it should be
resisted or embraced. Defining gentrification is complicated. The definition of gentrification is fuzzy,
but it is impossible to determine if gentrification occurs in a neighborhood without understanding it.
The National Geographic Society (2020) defines gentrification as
a process where wealthy, college-educated individuals begin to move into poor or
working-class communities, often originally occupied by communities of color. The
people and businesses that move into gentrifying neighborhoods may have goals for
their new homes that are at odds with the goals of people who have lived there for
a long time (National Geographic Society, 2020, p. 1).
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Gentrification and revitalization are not synonymous. Gentrification can be harmful, and
revitalization is acceptable (Table 5). However, this thesis makes a case that if gentrification
improves a neighborhood and redevelopment is within the scale and character of the neighborhood,
it can be acceptable and beneficial to the neighborhood (as long as original residents can remain).
Table 5. Comparison of Gentrification and Revitalization
Gentrification

Revitalization

•

Widespread displacement of traditional lowincome residents by affluent households.

•

Mixed-income housing development,
displacement and gentrification minimized.

•

Residents unable to accrue wealth remain
highly susceptible to displacement.

•

Wealth building strategies for existing residents
are implemented, residents are stabilized from
displacement pressure.

•

Existing social networks, neighborhood
services, and local businesses are disrupted in
the community.

•

Social networks, neighborhood services, and
businesses are reinforced in the community.
Additional new business and services expand
options for all residents.

•

Community transitions to an exclusive
community, which is inaccessible to lowincome households.

•

Community transitions to a mixed-income, mixed
wealth and diverse community.

(Drew, 2018)

Some gentrification is expected as neighborhoods are revitalized. However, not all
gentrification is harmful and detrimental to the community. A study conducted for the Philadelphia
Federal Reserve states,
On average, gentrification observably benefits original residents through large
increases in homeowners’ self-reported house values and declines in most
residents’ exposure to neighborhood poverty. Original residents in the most
gentrifying neighborhoods do not experience differential increases in rents paid,
consistent with high cross-neighborhood renter mobility and an availability of many
non-gentrifying substitute neighborhoods (Davon, 2018, p. 2).
Of course, some gentrification will happen, but the goal is to control harmful gentrification
and manage it through land use and growth management policies.
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Benefits of Cities over Unincorporated Areas
Historically, cities may have the ability to serve smaller areas more effectively than larger
unincorporated counties, particularly in less affluent areas requiring higher levels of service.
Unincorporated areas often “lack necessary resources and infrastructure to support a vibrant
community” (Fernandez et al., 2018, p. 76). Manis (1959) states that suburban areas outside of cities
fail in satisfying residents with urban services such as water, fire, sanitation, and police protection,
and “these urbanize dissatisfactions underlie the pressure toward annexation” (Manis, 1959, p.
357). Unincorporated areas are often crime-ridden, poor, more civically disengaged, and even a
burden to the county (Fernandaz et al., 2018). Cities can address some of these issues. Cities can
offer annexed areas the benefits of faster police and fire response times, superior and often lowercost utilities and property taxes, and more efficient government structures. Police and fire response
times tend to be faster in cities, and utilities and services are generally superior and better
coordinated than in rural areas in the county.
Governments in unincorporated places do not usually provide the same quality of
public services as the municipalities. It is illogical and unwise to establish a
patchwork quilt pattern of government jurisdiction, with the quality and level of
municipal services depending on which block of the quilt the land is located
(Reynolds, 1992, p. 251).
When a need for more orderly planning and better governmental services in fringe areas
increase, the core city can best supply needed services (MRSC, 2020, p. 1).
People living in unincorporated areas do not have municipal governments and therefore are
governed by the county and, in many cases, by special purpose tax districts. Subsequently, residents
do not have a political structure to engage in and thus, have limited chances to participate in the
public process (Fernandez et al., 2018).
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One concern of residents in fringe areas, according to Cammack (2023), is that larger
governments are often slower to respond to minor concerns, “like the placement of stop signs or
individual land use, whereas small governments give citizens a vehicle by which to influence
decisions that may affect a small number of people but have a profound impact on those whom
they do affect” (p. 620). However, often county governments are significantly larger than the
municipality.
Reynolds (1992) states that there may be a cost differential between city and county
development which stems mainly from the reality that county governments are simply not the
governmental units that have typically been responsible for urban development (Reynolds, 1992).
Cost/Benefit Analysis
A primary concern in municipal expansion is the cost of providing service to the annexed
areas, and this issue deserves a dedicated section in my thesis. As municipalities expand, the cost of
providing services such as police and fire increases for the city and may create a burden. Especially
in high crime, depressed areas, greater police and fire presence are required to manage crime and
improve the crime rate. This often comes with significant cost.
Under the proposal of annexation for good, some annexations, especially those in depressed
areas, may cost more to service in the short-term than revenues will offset. Cities must be willing to
invest in short-term costs to create long-term gains, or annex wealthier areas simultaneously with
poorer ones.

REVELATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
The literature review sets the foundation for exploring a new and emerging paradigm for
cities to consider traditional annexation. This thesis addresses factors that make a community
vibrant, energized, and best for all citizens. First, I explore annexation and its use by cities
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throughout the country. Next, I explored the academic theories of annexation how using annexation
as a tool improves communities beyond city boundaries. Finally, I propose annexation as an
emerging tool, going beyond the traditional reasons for annexation (i.e., economic, land area, and
population growth) using boundary expansion to create economic, racial, and environmental equity.
Cities in the United States are growing, and annexation facilitates this growth. As repeatedly
noted, reasons cities use annexation are to increase the tax base and encourage growth. However,
few cities annex to improve fringe areas outside the city or protect open space or the environment.
Annexation regulations vary by state, and restrictions often limit aggressive annexation in
some states. Several cities tested annexation strategies legally, especially in their attempts to
conduct flagpole annexations and their definition of contiguity.
Academic literature is robust in creating an understanding of annexation for economic
benefit to cities. However, little academic literature addresses the potential of changing the
purposes of annexation to improve neighborhoods and the lives of people living outside the cities.
The literature is also limited in understanding how specific cities are using annexation in a positive
way and underestimates the value of policymaker opinions of the practicality of annexation.
City policymakers are not enthusiastically clamoring to use annexation for good at this point.
However, I believe they are willing to listen and weigh the benefits of annexation for this purpose.
Accordingly, I ask, “Are South Carolina cities willing to use annexation for societal and environmental
good, and if so, how? If not, why?”
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RESEARCH METHODS AND DESIGN

RESEARCH FOUNDATIONS
To answer this question, I use multi-modal triangulation design that utilizes both qualitative
and quantitative methods with primary and secondary sources. I used quantitative and qualitative
methods married with academic literature findings to understand the value of annexation for good,
enhanced with case study city research that further illustrated principles from my survey results.
The methodologies and needed data slices for each research plan component uniquely connect with
the research question. In addition, using a mixed-method approach minimizes the potential for bias
and validates findings from each of the modalities.
I used action or advocacy research which Zuber-Skerritt and Perry (2002) argues is often
more appropriate than traditional research in thesis writing. Action research “recognizes and
involves social systems of which the researcher is unavoidably a part” (Zuber-Skerritt and Perry,
2002, p. 174). Furthermore, the research questions evolve and are shaped by the data collected with
action research. This is undoubtedly the nature in this thesis, given the nascent area of inquiry.
Combining qualitative and quantitative methods helps the facts uncovered by quantitative
data enhance the story created by the qualitative data. While quantitative data provides precision in
answering the research question, qualitative research asks less specific questions but focuses on
process and how things work (Gaber, 2020, p. 7). In addition, qualitative data enhances the power of
the story. I strongly believe in the power of stories and in the value stories place on putting a “face
on the issues.” By triangulating quantitative and qualitative research, the analysis becomes genuine
and honest, helping people understand how the study applies to their personal lives and, for
policymakers, how policy recommendations can improve their communities.
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RESEARCH DESIGN
As shown in Figure 7, the research design is robust and comprehensive, yielding statistically
valid and reliable measures of annexation behaviors and attitudes.
Figure 7. Research Design

GIS and Ordinance Review
A significant research challenge is understanding and measuring annexation. Unfortunately,
no uniform and universally accepted measure of annexation exists. The confounding result is that
communities do not have adequate and accurate data of past annexation behaviors, nor do South
Carolina cities track and monitor past and future annexations. In this thesis, I use three primary
measures of the scope of annexation: Land area change, the number of annexation ordinances, and
the number of land parcels annexed. These measures offer distinctive annexation behavior
measures and, when analyzed collectively, provide a complete picture of annexation.
Secondary research explores annexations nationally, state-wide, and among case study
cities. The U.S. Census Boundary and Annexation Survey (BAS) collects annual data on annexation
and legal boundary changes to incorporated places in the United States. This survey has been
administered since 1988 and provides data on national annexations. Municipalities participate in
BAS voluntarily; thus, it is possible that other annexations occurred but were not reported (Facer,
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2006). DeMaria (2012) states that the response rate to the survey is 95%, but I experienced more
significant inconsistencies and incompleteness.
The South Carolina Office of the Secretary of State (SCSOC) provided a list of South Carolina
annexations over the last forty years (South Carolina Secretary of State, 2021). Unfortunately, many
annexations identified in the South Carolina list are not included in the BAS Survey. The survey is
merely a list of the annexation ordinances, with no detailed information on the number of parcels,
increase in land area, or type of annexation method used.
Concerned with the inconsistencies with BAS and SCSOC, I supplemented and enhanced this
list through a review of 1,057 city ordinances involving 1,567 parcel annexations in the last ten
years. The focus is on case study cities, whose selection is described on the following page and
relates to and further compliments the survey results. For each case study city, I compiled data on
each annexation ordinance collecting the number of parcels per ordinance, the land area of each
parcel, and the zoning designation for each parcel. Additionally, I collected the parcel tax
identification number which is used to create maps in ArcGIS Pro. Using SPSS, I analyzed and
tabulated the results from these ordinances.
Survey Design and Administration
A vital component of the primary research is understanding policymakers' opinions about
the potential of beneficial annexation. I designed a policymaker survey to explore annexation
attitudes and potential interest in beneficial annexation. The survey population included mayors,
municipal administrators, and planning directors in 81 South Carolina cities with populations greater
than 2,500. I compiled the list from city websites. Initially, I set the population threshold at 10,000,
but in doing so, the population size was only 42 cities, yielding a sample size too small for
significance testing. By setting the population threshold at 2,500, the number of responses allows a
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more robust analysis. (After data collection, no significant differences are demonstrated between
towns with populations from 2,500 to 10,000 and cities with populations greater than 10,000.) I
conducted a small number of additional interviews with subject area experts in South Carolina to
augment the findings.
I used Clemson Qualtrics to distribute the survey. With contact information compiled from
municipal websites, I distributed 196 surveys. Eight surveys were returned for incorrect email
addresses, so 188 potential respondents received the survey. I have no measure of how many
potential respondents opened the invitation.
One hundred and fourteen people responded and answered the survey, yielding a response
rate of 61%, which suggests strong representativeness.
The survey was first distributed through Qualtric’s email system on February 25, and most
responses were received in the first ten days (Figure 8). After two days, only five respondents
completed the survey. For fear that the Qualtric’s invitation was delivered to junk mailboxes, and
concerned about the low initial response rate, I sent personalized emails to the population (as a
Clemson student) asking for participation. I sent a bulk mail remainder to the population three days
after the personalized invitation.
Figure 8. Survey Responses to Date
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Surveys were analyzed using SPSS. Additionally, to better reflect the opinions of the
population, responses were weighted by city size and respondent job title.
As an incentive to participate, I offered to send a copy of the final results to respondents. To
maintain anonymity, if respondents wanted a report copy, I asked them to contact me directly. Only
six respondents requested the final report.
With a limited number of respondents because of the limited population size, confidence
levels are adequate, yet reliable and usable in my research. To honor IRB requirements, email
addresses and other identifiers are not linked to completed interviews or the survey to maintain
respondent confidentiality.
Case Study Cities: Greenville, Columbia, Charleston, and Florence
Case study research is a widely recognized and effective research methodology in social
science, especially when in-depth analysis is required and allows a deeper exploration and
understanding of complex issues (Zainal, 2007). Zainal (2007) states that researchers are concerned
about quantitative research limitations in giving in-depth and holistic explanations of social
behavior. The case study methodology allows the researcher to personalize critical issues often only
measured quantitatively, as in the survey of this study. Case studies “explore and investigate
contemporary real-life phenomenon through detailed contextual analysis of a limited number of
events or conditions, and their relationships” (Zainal, 2007).
Yin (2018) suggests using case study research when (1) the research questions are “how” or
“why” questions, (2) there is little control over behavioral events, and (3) the study focus is
contemporary rather than entirely historical events. The case study method is favored when
explaining the “how” of an issue. (Yin, 2018). Case studies offer the
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historical, descriptive, and institutional orientation’ needed as a research strategy
(Hill and Lynn 2005, p. 175). For public management research, case studies can
provide an alternative to depending on large data sets and explicit empirical
measures that might leave the development of research ‘crying in the wilderness for
a long time. (Rainey and Ryu 2004, p. 20) (Callahan, 2019, p. 6).
South Carolina, despite restrictive annexation laws, has the second highest annexation rate
in the country, and provides a compelling case for deeper exploration. I used four unique South
Carolina cities as representative communities with very different strategies and priorities, even in a
state with consistent annexation laws. In addition, case study research extends beyond simply
measuring causal relationships and adds depth and nuance to the overall case or argument
presented (Birch, 2012). Based on these foundations, a multiple-case design is the most appropriate
methodology for this thesis, with four cities as definitive studies in municipal annexation in South
Carolina. Cities are also analyzed to develop a more robust explanation of annexation behavior in
South Carolina.
I selected Charleston, Columbia, Florence, and Greenville for several reasons.(Figure 9).
First, South Carolina’s population is growing rapidly, and each of these cities, like all South Carolina
cities, struggles to manage this growth effectively. Figure 9. South Carolina Case Study Cities
Second, annexation laws challenge South Carolina
cities, and analyzing cities on the same legislative
playing field eliminates at least one confounding
factor. Finally, each case study city behaves
differently in its annexation strategies and
implementation.
The case study cities share similar
struggles as other cities throughout the country and South Carolina. They are concerned about
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managing growth, providing adequate transportation systems and pothole-free roads, and creating
affordable housing opportunities for the entire population. In addition, they face the challenges of
climate change and environmental resiliency and sustainability, providing opportunities for good
jobs and a vibrant economy and issues of poverty and homelessness. For these reasons, Charleston,
Greenville, Columbia, and Florence are appropriate, and relevant candidates for this case study.
In selecting the case study cities, I selected cities of significant size (Table 6). Additionally, I
desired a mix of differentiated population growth and the contribution of the city to the county’s
population. Total land area compared to the population was a key criteria for selection. I also
wanted a mix of community wealth and a diverse demographic mix. Finally, annexation usage and
behaviors are important and need to reflect the behaviors of other South Carolina cities.
Table 6. Case Study City Profiles
Greenville
City Population (2021)
Population Change (2010-2021)
County Population
% City to County
Land Area (Square Miles)
Reasons for Selection

•
•
•
•

74,207
24.9%
541,384
14%
29.6
Low annexation
High growth
Wealthy
Medium size
community

Charleston

•
•
•
•

140,476
16.4%
421,774
33%
110.6
High annexation
High growth
Wealthy
Large community

Columbia

•
•
•
•

129,482
-.1%
418,873
31%
136.0
High annexation
Slow growth
Wealthy
Large community

Florence

•
•
•
•

38,721
2.0%
138,325
28%
22.6
High annexation
Slow growth
Not as wealthy
Smaller
community

Although I selected the case study cities prior to distribution of the policymaker survey,
survey results confirm anticipated behaviors and validate that these cities are appropriate for the
greater depth of analysis as a case study city.
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RESULTS
THE ANNEXATION ENVIRONMENT
The federal government does not make policy on municipal annexation and gives that
power to the states. As a result, each state handles annexation differently, and the extent of
annexations throughout the country is diverse. The U.S. Census Boundary and Annexation Survey
(BAS) tracks annexations throughout the country and explains annexation activity. However, the
survey is voluntary for states and limited in comprehensiveness, and only available for the last five
years. In addition, since the survey is voluntary, inconsistencies between states lead to underreporting the number of annexations in several states, including South Carolina. For example, the
Boundary and Annexation Survey records 1,988 annexations in South Carolina between 2015 and
2020 (Figure 10). In contrast, data from the S.C. Secretary of State records 2,406 annexations,
underreporting the number of annexations by over 20%. A difference may be with 2020 annexations
not reported to the Census Bureau.
Figure 10. National Annexations by Year
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As previously noted, annexation laws are different between states. As outlined in the
literature review, annexation policy is governed and controlled by state law, and every state has
different requirements. The states with the most annexations in the last five years are Texas, South
Carolina, and Florida (Table 7).
Table 7. Ten Most Annexing States
State

Number of Annexations (2015-2020)

Texas

3,099

South Carolina

2,343

Florida

2,248

Illinois

2,202

Alabama

2,096

North Carolina

1,716

Georgia

1,264

Colorado

875

Missouri

865

Wisconsin

806

States like Texas and North Carolina are liberal in the annexation latitude allowed, while
other states, primarily in the Northeast, prohibit annexations. Nine states (Alaska, Connecticut,
Hawaii, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, Rhode Island, and Vermont) have no
legislation allowing for annexation.
Because governmental structure across the nation varies widely, which in turn has
consequences for annexation, there have been strong regional variations in the
national pattern of annexation activity over the years. Nearly all recent annexation
activity has occurred outside of the Northeast… whose boundaries have been frozen
for decades (Edwards, 2009, p. 121).
Few annexations occurred in Northeast states where annexation is prohibited or
constrained, while high annexations occurred in Southeastern states (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Annexations by State (2016-2020)

Key Finding. Despite its restrictive annexation laws, South Carolina is the second most
annexing state. Quantitative research, including the survey results discussed later, suggests that
South Carolina annexation laws constrict annexation, which is problematic. As a result, the literature
considers South Carolina a problematic state for annexation. However, South Carolina, despite its
restrictive laws, has the second highest number of annexations in the country, only behind Texas
(Figure 7).
The most recent analysis found that stricter annexation laws (e.g., those that
require public hearings and property owner approval) increased the tendency of
municipalities to annex property. A reason for this unexpected result might be that
state-level constraints result in smaller (e.g., land area and/or population)
annexation but with much greater frequency) (Smith, 2012, p. 165).
Steinbauer et al. (2002) state that “states with supposedly restrictive laws did not have
significantly lower levels of annexation.” He continues, “Indeed, in some cases, those states actually
had higher levels of annexation than did states without stringent annexation requirements”
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(Steinbauer et al., 2002, p. 9). While beyond the scope of this research, one possibility could be that
South Carolina, to circumvent strict annexation laws, is annexing more frequently and with smaller
parcels with ordinances for each property.

SOUTH CAROLINA ANNEXATIONS
Before 1973, annexation was improbable in South Carolina. That changed when voters
approved changes in Article VIII of the South Carolina Constitution which expanded home rule for
state local governments (Ulbrich et al., 2011). The S.C. General Assembly passed the Home Rule Act,
which expanded the powers of counties. “As growth occurs on municipal borders, municipalities
have the powers to grow through annexation. Adjacent property owners can request annexation
and be accepted by ordinance” (Ulbrich et al., 2011, p. 7).
Before Home Rule passed in 1978, South Carolina municipalities conducted few
annexations, but the number of annexations grew dramatically with the new law. From 1981 to
2020, over 15,000 annexations were performed in South Carolina, averaging 378 annexations per
year (Figure 12). Annexation growth peaked in 2007 and has declined slightly since (Figure 12).
Figure 12. South Carolina Annexations (1981 to 2021)
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Three-fourths (77%) of municipalities had at least one annexation in the last forty years
(between 1981 and 2021). Only one-third (33%) had at least one annexation in the previous ten
years (between 2012 and 2021) being into municipal boundaries (Boundary and Annexation Survey,
2022) (Figure 13).
From 2010 to 2020, 2,310 annexations occurred in South Carolina cities. Annexation varied
by region, with almost half in the Lowcountry (47%) and only 11% in the Upstate. The most
significant number of annexations occurred in areas of the greatest metropolitan concentration
(Figure 13).
Figure 13. Number of South Carolina Annexations
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Number of Annexations

In the last ten years, annexations added 239,680 acres (almost 375 square miles) into South
Carolina municipalities, the equivalent of adding a city the size of Indianapolis into the state.
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Figure 14. South Carolina Annexations

• Red areas denote land area
changes from 2011 to 2020.
• Orange circles denote the
number of parcels annexed by
each municipality.

Several cities aggressively annexed in the last ten years. For example, Hardeeville and
Ridgeland increased their land areas by ten-fold (1,220% and 1,910%, respectively). Hardeeville
annexations have been extreme (Figure 15).

Figure 15. Hardeeville Annexations since 2005

In the late 1990's Hardeeville began to
change from a stopping point to a
destination. Development pressures
along the Route 278 corridor leading to
Hilton Head became a concern for city
leaders, and Hardeeville responded by
annexing large undeveloped parcels of
land that were previously held by
timbering and paper concerns. The
intent was to guide new growth into
planned developments, increasing the
city limits from 5 square miles in 2000 to
over 50 square miles in 2010. (City of
Hardeeville, 2021, p. 5).
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The five most active annexing cities in South Carolina are Charleston, Columbia, Lexington,
Mount Pleasant, and North Charleston, of which three are contiguous Lowcountry cities. These
Lowcountry cities wrote 3,149 annexation ordinances since 1982 and added 31,693 acres (almost 50
square miles) into South Carolina municipalities (Table 16).
Table 16. South Carolina Top Annexing Cities
City

Annexations Annexations per
(1982-2021) Population (10K)

Annexations
(2016-2020)

City
Population

Population Land Area Land Area
Change
2020
Change
(2012-2020) (Acres)
(%)
16.4%
73,472
18.4%

Charleston

2,021

14.39

382

140,476

Columbia

1,195

9.23

108

129,482

-1.0%

Lexington

788

33.93

157

23,225

Mt Pleasant

595

6.24

89

95,314

N Charleston

533

4.44

28

Conway

507

18.30

Florence

500

12.91

Sumter

486

Aiken
Summerville

87,552

9.4%

24.8%

7,552

107.0%

39.1%

31,680

18.7%

119,992

22.5%

49,664

32.4%

104

27,706

58.3%

15,104

84.4%

70

38,721

2.0%

14,784

30.5%

12.23

22

39,726

-2.0%

20,864

23.0%

424

13.66

66

31,041

4.7%

13,376

26.7%

395

7.33

48

53,887

24.8%

12,608

28.8%

Rock Hill

320

4.20

56

76,228

14.0%

24,960

25.4%

W Columbia

310

17.17

161

18,056

7.8%

5,760

47.5%

Forest Acres

310

30.46

2

10,176

-2.5%

2,944

0.0%

Greer

301

8.39

64

35,883

38.2%

14,656

42.2%

Myrtle Beach

291

7.98

0

36,459

34.4%

15,040

40.7%

Greenville

246

3.32

54

74,207

24.9%

19,008

14.2%

Goose Creek

232

5.12

27

45,351

23.7%

26,432

30.3%

Dillon

199

31.99

8

6,221

-8.2%

3,392

10.4%

Mauldin

192

7.47

34

25,697

10.6%

7,552

37.2%

Simpsonville

183

6.85

33

26,699

44.4%

6,016

51.6%

N Augusta

173

7.08

16

24,421

14.3%

13,120

18.5%
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Figures 17 through 20 provide a regional look at annexation among competing
municipalities. Some annexations of note in the Upstate include the annexation of Furman
University into Travelers Rest and aggressive annexations by Greer, Mauldin, and Simpsonville. The
annexation wars in the Lowcountry continue, with Charleston, North Charleston, and Mt. Pleasant
competing for available land. Columbia and West Columbia continue aggressive annexation
strategies. Except for Florence, little annexation activity occurred in the Pee Dee region.
Figure 18. Land Area Change Lowcountry

Figure 17. Land Area Change Upstate

Figure 19. Land Area Change Midlands

Figure 20. Land Area Change Pee Dee
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Does Annexation Correlate with Population Growth?
The literature review suggests that one of the primary reasons for annexation is to increase
the population and land area. Data supports this behavior, yet annexation is not the most significant
way to increase the population. Most annexations in South Carolina add small land areas with
limited people and are small compared to the area and populations of the city as a whole. In many
instances, annexed properties are low density, rural areas, and most communities have grown
through in-fill development within current city boundaries. Many cities, especially Charleston and
Greenville, have experienced significant in-fill growth of people moving back into the cities. As a
result, small annexations are overshadowed by in-migration. In reviewing the annexation behavior
of the largest South Carolina cities, little correlation exists between the number of municipal
annexations and the population growth of the city (Figure 19).
Figure 19. Relationship between Land Area Growth and Population Growth
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Of the 271 South Carolina cities with at least one annexation in the last ten years, 68%
showed positive population growth. Of those conducting no annexations, only 41% showed positive
population growth. Although the difference is significant, I believe confounding factors are at play,
and while correlated, annexation is not causing population growth. The result looks different when
comparing larger cities. The land area growth for South Carolina cities with populations over 2,500
has little relationship nor correlation with population growth (R=.11). This finding is surprising since
one of the most cited reasons for annexation is to grow the population. While annexations have
increased land area among the most annexing cities, population growth directly related to
annexation is minimal. As I will explore with the growth of case study cities, the largest annexations
are of undeveloped, less dense parcels. Few study cities annex densely populated neighborhoods.

SURVEY RESULTS
The survey had a limited population (n=188), and 114 respondents returned the survey for a
response rate of 61%. This yielded results that appropriately reflect the population's opinions. A
sample of this size produces a confidence interval of +/-6.1%; we can be 95% confident that the
results are within 6.1% of the population's opinions. I am confident that this survey is a strong
reflection of the opinions and perceptions of South Carolina policymakers, although tempered by
standard limitations and threats to validity, as noted in the Research Limitations section of this
report.
Twenty-two percent of respondents are mayors and over half are administrators. The
response rate among mayors is slightly underrepresented (Figure 19). Forty percent of respondents
represent cities with less than 10,000 population, which is slightly underrepresented (Figure 20).
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Figure 19. Position within City

Figure 20. City Population Size
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As part of the data analysis, surveys were weighted to more accurately match the opinions
of the sample with the population. Surveys weights were based on the respondent’s positions within
their cities and the city’s population size. The weighting scheme is presented in the Appendix.

Municipal Growth and Annexation.
Municipal growth of South Carolina cities (Figure 20) and annexation activity (Figure 21) are
consistent and align with the findings of the secondary data analysis. South Carolina cities are
growing, and many cities are actively annexing. Two-thirds (67%) of respondents say their towns
experience “active” or “some” annexation.
Figure 20. Municipal Growth
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Figure 21. Annexation Activity
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Q1. Over the last 10 years, how has your city grown?
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Reasons for Annexation.
Survey results support the reasons city annex properties as presented in the literature
review. Among cities active in annexation, the primary reason cities pursue annexations is to
increase the tax base (66%), grow the population (61%), and grow the land area (53%) (Municipal
Association of South Carolina, 2012) (Figure 21). An inspiring finding is using annexation to improve
fringe properties currently outside the city is a reason for annexation for 42% of cities and half (50%)
among cities that presently annex.
Figure 20. Reasons for Annexation
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Whether cities are living up to the charge is not highly supported in an analysis of past
behaviors, but the fact that this is on municipal radars is encouraging. Few respondents say their
cities annexed for environmental good, to improve blight, or to address social justice issues. Limited
respondents view annexation as a vehicle to focus on social justice issues, and few see annexation to
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solve environmental problems.
Using annexation to improve fringe areas is confirmed as an emerging reason for
annexation, with 50% supporting using annexation to improve fringe areas. Even if this behavior is
not supported by actual conduct, explored in the analysis of annexations later in this document, it
confirms that annexation for good is possible.
The primary barrier to annexation in South Carolina is the perception that residents in fringe
areas do not want to be in the city (61%), and taxes will increase for residents if they enter the city
(52%) (Figure 21).
Figure 21. Barriers to Annexation
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In many cases, with the prevalence of special purpose districts in South Carolina, this is just
not true. For example, in Greenville, 75% of properties bordering the city will pay fewer property
taxes if they are annexed into the city (Figure 20). Of those paying higher taxes in the city, mainly
along the eastern edge, most properties are commercial, not residential properties.
Respondents believe state laws constrain the ability to annex and show concern over-paying
for additional infrastructure needs and police and fire coverage. This is a legitimate concern.
Especially as cities annex blighted, low-income, high-crime areas, the cost of services will increase.
Some good news is towns are not challenged with annexation as a priority. Mayors and councils
support annexation. Respondents say they have staff and resources to facilitate annexation, and
annexation is not too complicated to facilitate.

Annexation for Good.
Forty-two percent of cities are already doing or would strongly consider annexation to
improve depressed areas and for societal and environmental good. Only 14% would not consider
this as a function of annexation (Figure 23).

Percent of Respondents

Figure 22. Annexation for Good
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Q8. Municipalities most often use
annexation to increase the city's population
and expand the city's tax base and revenue.
Some cities use annexation to improve
depressed areas outside the city limits and
for social and environmental good. How
strongly does your city consider annexation
as a way to improve these areas?
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The primary goal of this thesis is understanding the municipal appetite to annex for the
public good. I directly asked cities and towns for feedback on the research question. Almost all (97%)
respondents agree that annexation can create social and environmental value for the public good.
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An equally surprising finding is 48% of respondents state that annexation should be used to improve
depressed and blighted areas (Figure 24). On a side note, “Should” and “Can” are not synonymous.
While 48% state that annexation should be used to improve depressed and blighted areas, this is
not a measure of behavior, but of attitude.
Figure 23. Annexation Statement Agreement
% “Yes”
Annexation can create social and environmental value for the public good.

97%

Most residents are in favor of annexation.

54%

Annexation should be used to improve depressed and blighted areas.

48%

People outside the city limits are in favor of annexation.

14%

Annexation leads to gentrification and displacement.

3%

*Weighted data

The challenging hurdle cities must overcome is that, while the majority of residents (54%) in
the minds of policymakers are in favor of annexation, only 14% of respondents feel say of people
outside of the city limits are supportive of coming into the city. The community support is low.
The literature review explored the challenge of annexing and revitalizing neighborhoods
without rampant gentrification or resident displacement (Drew, 2018). Survey results suggest that
gentrification and displacement are not as significant as anticipated. Only 3% of respondents agreed
that annexation leads to gentrification and displacement.

The Annexation Hypotheses: Two Paths
The survey tested two scenario hypotheses. One scenario presented a new development in
a depressed area with high potential for revitalization, yet in a blighted area. 43% would “probably
consider” or “strongly consider” (Figure 25). Another scenario presented a case for annexing an area
to protect the environment and open space. Two-thirds (69%) supported this scenario, much higher
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than support for a blighted area (Figure 26). Strong support demonstrates an appetite for
environmental good over annexation for improving a blighted area.
Figure 24. Scenario Low Income Neighborhood
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A much larger portion (69%) would consider annexation to protect open space (Figure 26).
Respondents are much more willing to consider annexations for environmental and land
conservation than to improve a blighted area.
Figure 25. Scenario Environmental Easement
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Strongly
consider

A developer has expressed interest in developing
a currently undeveloped 50-acre parcel
contiguous to your city. The developer would like
to build a market rate subdivision with 300 single
family homes at price points slightly below the
median home value in your city. Your city is
considering annexing the property and creating a
conservation easement to protect the open
space. The suggested use is to create parks, open
space, recreational areas, and walking/biking
trails. As a protected area, expected tax revenues
are small, yet municipal maintenance
requirements are minimal as well.
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CASE STUDIES
Only seven of 114 respondents to the policymaker survey identified themselves as living in
case study cities, making an analysis of case study city survey responses not possible. Additionally,
the small number of responses from case study cities makes the case study analysis even more
useful and valuable.

About Case Study Cities
Charleston
Founded in 1670, Charleston is the oldest and, at 140,476 population, is the largest city in
South Carolina. Charleston is often called “The Holy City” because of “its history of religious
tolerance plus abundant places to worship” (Jacaruso, 2021, ¶ 1). Like Greenville, Charleston is a
frequent recipient of “best of” awards, including #1 City in the United States by Travel + Leisure, #1
Top City in the South by Southern Living, #1 Best Small City in the U.S. by Conde Nast Traveler, and
my favorite, #1 Seller of Pabst Blue Ribbon beer in America by Recovery Room (Holy City Sinner,
2021, ¶ 1).
Charleston is also the “fastest-gentrifying city in the United States (Davis, 2017, ¶ 1). For
example, in 2000, the median home value was $152,100. However, the number jumped 78% to
$270,000 by 2015 (Davis, 2017, ¶ 3) as the traditionally working-class, black neighborhoods became
increasingly middle-class and white (Eldredge, 2017, ¶ 1).
Charleston is famous for its aggressive annexations over the years, and for its active
annexation policies and participation in the Low Country annexation wars shepherded by former
Mayor Joe Riley.
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Columbia
Columbia, the geographic center of South Carolina and the largest city in the Midlands, is
home to state government and an education hub with the University of South Carolina. The city is
135 square miles, of which two-thirds or 81 square miles is within Fort Jackson, much of which is
uninhabited training grounds.
Columbia is famous for its hot climate and launched a marketing campaign proclaiming
Columbia is “Famously Hot.” The Famously Hot moniker was changed in 2017 as “The Real Southern
Hot Spot.” According to former Mayor Steve Benjamin, “Columbia will always be famously hot – in
more ways than one” (WIS, 2018, ¶ 7). The city is also nicknamed the “Soda City” as a play on the
shortened “Cola” name.
Columbia is an active annexer. Under former Mayor Steve Benjamin, Columbia went on an
annexation spree.
Columbia leaders have agreed to annex property more aggressively, including
adding whole neighborhoods instead of just parcel by parcel. They are doing this
despite the challenges posed by South Carolina law, which one council member calls
the nation’s most limiting (Fitts, 2021, ¶ 7).
Florence
Florence is the county seat of Florence County and is the largest city in the county. It is at
the intersection of I-20 and I-95 and was founded as a railroad hub at the junction of three major
railroad systems. Florence’s population within its 23-mile boundary is 38,721, and at 2%, growth has
been flat in the last ten years. Florence has grown its land area over the previous ten years through
annexation.
Compared to other case study cities, Florence is not as visible. While the home of a major
military base, Florence has high expectations. Additionally, Florence represents the Pee Dee region
to investigate.
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Greenville
Award-winning Greenville, South Carolina, is noticed by the cities throughout the United
States and the world, as seen from some of its most recent accolades. Greenville is #5 on Conte
Nast’s Travelers “Best Small Cities List” (Conte Nast, 2021), #1 on The Wall Street Journal’s
“Breakout Cities” (Baer, 2021), and #10 on Livability.com’s “Best Places to Live” (Livability, 2019). It
is the economic engine of South Carolina. Travel + Leisure proclaims Greenville as “a serene, sylvan
setting and a radical approach to city planning have made Greenville, South Carolina, a surprising
new hot spot” (Vanderbilt, 2016, ¶ 1), and Greenville’s Main Street as a place “torn from a
handbook on New Urbanism” (Vanderbilt, 2016, ¶ 7).
However, not all the awards Greenville receives are positive. According to Smart Growth
America, the Greenville metropolitan area is the third most sprawling community among
communities its size and the eight-most sprawling among the 212 communities measured (Ewing
and Himidi, 2014, p. 6).
For a city striving to grow and become a “world-class” and significant city, Greenville is
constrained by a geographic area of only 28 square miles. Furthermore, with a population of only
72,000, Greenville is surrounded by a county of 524,000 and a region of 1.25 million.

Annexations by Case Study Cities
Over the last forty years, over 12,000 annexations have been processed in South Carolina
(South Carolina Secretary of State, 2021). Columbia and Charleston grew through bold annexation
plans, annexing 910 and 1,047 properties respectively in the last 40 years. Florence has annexed 500
times, increasing land area by over 1,200 acres. (Figure 28). On the other hand, Greenville has not
used active and deliberate annexation despite its fast growth and vibrancy. Since 1981, Greenville
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has conducted 211 annexations. the fifteenth most annexations by a South Carolina city. In 2020,
Greenville only annexed nine times, much less than the 69 in 2010.
Figure 26. Case Study City Annexations by Ordinance (1981 – 2021)
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The low country surrounding Charleston has participated in an annexation war, with
Charleston, North Charleston, and Mount Pleasant conducting 1,953 annexations in the last forty
years. Mid-state cities including Columbia, Lexington, Forest Acres, and West Columbia have also
been active in annexation, performing 1,951 annexations.
The difference in annexation behaviors between case study cities is extreme (Figure 29).
Charleston is the most aggressive, annexing over 7,000 acres in the last ten years. At the other
extreme, Greenville has annexed one-tenth of the acreage as Charleston.
Figure 27. Case Study City Annexation Activity
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Charleston Annexations
Charleston is the most active South Carolina annexing city among case study cities, and has
more than tripled its land area since 1975 (Figure 32). “Charleston’s city limits are all over the place,
and the city itself is surprisingly big” (Gem McDowell Law Group, 2020, p. 2).
The City of Charleston annexed 1,349 parcels and 7.44 square miles from 2003 to 2017
(Mothorpe, 2021, p. 389). The Cainhoy annexation alone doubled the size of Charleston’s historic
city, and since 1975, municipal boundaries have exploded (Figure 30). As a result of aggressive
annexation, “Today, Charleston is South Carolina’s most sprawling city” (Bailey, 2018).
Figure 28. Charleston Corporate Limits (1975-2015)

(City of Charleston GIS, 2021)

“Joe [Riley] was an annexation maniac…. Riley’s annexation wars are legendary, some of the
most colorful stories in his storied 40 years in office. They involved emergency City Council meetings
in the middle of the night, endless court battles, and generous incentives for developers” (Bailey,
2018).
Annexation activity occurred before 2012 on James Island, “years when the Town of James
Island did not exist” (Mothorpe et al., 2021, p. 389). Charleston annexed much of James Island
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despite efforts from James Island residents to save their town. Since 1990, Charleston expanded
across the Cooper River to take Daniel Island and the Cainhoy peninsula (Behre and Alani, 2018).
Charleston averages 50 annexation ordinances each year (Figure 29). With a few exceptions,
most ordinances annex single parcels, avoiding the need for a referendum or community vote.
A byproduct of the City of Charleston’s expansion process was the creation of many
‘donut holes’—unincorporated parcels fully surrounded by the City of Charleston. In
2017, 226 donut holes, containing 7,514 parcels, existed within the City of
Charleston” (Mothorpe et al., 2021, p. 389).
Figure 29. City of Charleston Annexation by Year

(City of Charleston GIS, 2021)

As a result of Charleston’s donut hole creation is that many parcels were “intentionally left
stranded” (Mothorpe et al., 2021, p. 402) and are not in donut holes without the “possibility of
receiving municipal services” (p. 403).
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Figure 30. Charleston Annexations (1981 - 2021)
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The most significant Charleston annexation is the West Ashley area to the city's northwest.
While the median parcel annexed is only a quarter of an acre, one parcel, an old plantation, was
almost was several thousand areas, and
With North Charleston poised to annex a large piece of undeveloped land in West
Ashley, Charleston City Council made a pre-emptive strike Tuesday to take the area
first. Council unanimously endorsed a strategy that would allow the city to annex
more than 5,000 acres along S.C. Highway 61, a massive land grab that includes the
2,200-acre property owned by Whitfield Construction Co. that the city believes
North Charleston is plotting to annex (Darlington, 2017, p. 1).
Charleston plans to protect this land, or much of it, from future development through a
Urban Growth Boundary. Thus, Charleston has recently approved an annexation in West Ashley this
author considers an annexation for good.
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Figure 31. Charleston Annexations (2012 - 2021)
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Over 1,100 acres were annexed in Cainhoy, an annexation with only 55 parcels. The median
parcel size is 1.25 acres, with the largest parcel at 738 acres. Many other recent Charleston
annexations are in John’s Island to the southwest. Most of this activity is filling in holes created by
previous annexations. The median size of annexed parcels is less than half (.42) acres.
Table 8. Charleston Past Annexations by Area
Area
Number of Parcels

West Ashley
Cainhoy
Johns Island
James Island
St. Andrews

206
58
55
195
15
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Number of Acres
5,436
1,128
306
143
107
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Limited land value information is available, but limited annexation occurs in high poverty
census tracts. On a brighter note, Charleston demonstrates some recent appetite for land and
environmental protection annexation.
Figure 32. Charleston County Urban Growth Management Area

(Charleston County Comprehensive Plan, 2018, p. 27)

In 1999, Charleston County created an Urban Growth Boundary (Figure 26). Urban Growth
Boundaries (UGBs) have “a substantial effect on the amount of vacant land that cities can develop
on” (Hovecamp, 2015, p. 1). Creating the Urban Growth Boundary limits development in
undeveloped areas of the county.
“How much more can Charleston grow? If it continues on its way, it will likely keep annexing
land until it’s surrounded on all sides by incorporated land it can’t annex. Keep an eye on
Charleston’s borders” (Gem McDowell Law Group, 2020, p. 2).
Since Joe Riley’s active annexation push, new Mayor John Tecklenburg has “shown interest
in cooling off on the annexation front, reaching a truce with James Island and respecting an urban
growth line on Johns Island and West Ashley” (Behre and Alani, 2018, ¶ 9). According to Charleston
city attorney Frances Cantwell, “As the mayor has made clear, the city of Charleston is committed to
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protecting the integrity of the urban growth boundary and to improve conditions in the Church
Creek drainage basin. The annexations further those interests and those goals” (Manno, 2017).

Columbia Annexations
Columbia is an active annexer, averaging 20 annexation ordinances a year, annexing almost
2,900 acres in the last ten years (Figure 34). The most significant annexation land area acquisition is
in the Pontiac area at the extreme northeast of the city (Figure 35). As a side note, some of
Columbia’s annexation activity is skewed since much of the city is Fort Jackson (52,000 acres or 81
square miles), three times the land area of Greenville.
Columbia’s official policy on annexation is to first focus on donut holes, “followed by other
largely surrounded property, then outlying areas that may require more study to determine the
costs and benefits to the city, if annexed” (Behre and Alani, 2018, ¶ 13).

Number of Ordinances

Figure 33. Columbia Annexations (1981 - 2021)
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As shown in Figure 36, annexation has occurred throughout the city's boundaries with a
somewhat random pattern of annexation. Some annexations occurred in low-income areas,
potentially supporting the annexation for good strategy.
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Figure 34. Columbia Land Use Change (2012-2021)

Columbia has a history of pushing the annexation envelope, especially in its interpretation
of contiguity. “In the early 1990s, Columbia did something incredible. It wanted to annex a nearby
area where a large mall was built, as it would be a financial boon to the city. The only trouble was
the mall was 9 miles away, and the land it was on was not adjacent and contiguous to the existing
city limits,” according to Gem and McDonald (2009). “So the city annexed a 10-foot-wide strip along
I-26 that connected them to the mall, and voila, they were now adjacent and contiguous” (Gem and
McDonald, 2020).
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Figure 35. Columbia Land Use Plan

Figure 36. Columbia Annexations by Zoning (2012-2021)
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Florence Annexations
Florence is averaging 16 annexations per year (Figure 38) and, over the last ten years, has
annexed 1,285. Much of the activity is to the west of the city.
Figure 37. Florence Annexations (1981 - 2021)
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Figure 38. Florence Annexations (2012 - 2021)
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Figure 39. Florence Annexations by Zoning (2012-2021)

An annexation for good recently passed by Florence City Council in 2021 included five acres
on the northern half of Lake Oakdale. The annexation for the lake “is open space recreation,
meaning no development can occur on the property” (Christian, 2021). Twenty-seven acres at the
southern half of the lake was annexed in 2019 and zoned open space recreation over the objections
of some residents who were more concerned about the development than the annexation
(Christian, 2021, ¶ 1).
In 2014, 81 homes and 53 acres in the Windsor Forest subdivision were annexed into
Florence by homeowners who “want to take advantage of lower taxes and faster response time
from law enforcement and fire services” (Baker, 2021). According to Florence City Manager Drew
Griffin, “Ever since we did our first annexation in Windsor Forest, we have slowly picked up homes,
and this is certainly the largest though” (Baker, 2021, ¶ 4).
An additional 120 acres around Lake Oakdale was added in 2018 to residents' opposition,
saying the development plan would “decrease their home values, pollute the lake and destroy the
roads” (Brown, 2018). The developer claimed that the annexation and new zoning “actually protects
and preserves the character of the property in the area” (Brown, 2018).
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A proposal to annex an additional 106 acres around Lake Oakdale and build 235 homes as
“The Bluffs at Mill Creek” was proposed in late 2021 (Ford, 2021) but was pulled from the planning
commission agenda by the developer in February 2022.

Greenville Annexations
Greenville has not actively annexed aggressively. While one of the largest municipalities in
the state, and one of the fastest growing, Greenville has not annexed as actively as other large
municipalities in the state (Figure 42).
The largest annexations in Greenville are zoned S-1 (Service Districts). The annexation of
residential districts has been limited since 1999, most of which has been C-3 (Figure 43).
Figure 42. Greenville Annexations (1981-2021)
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Figure 43. Greenville Annexations by Zoning Classification

Figure 44. Greenville Annexations (2012 - 2021)

Of Greenville annexations, only 11% were among residential properties and 5% among
multi-family residential in the last forty years. Two-thirds of annexations are among service and
commercial properties.
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However, there is hope for Greenville. At the February and March 2022 Greenville City
Council meetings, eight annexation ordinances were passed, of which five can be considered
annexation for good. One parcel is in the depressed Augusta Road Gateway, and the developer
intends to create affordable housing and become an anchor for future revitalization. A second
ordinance annexed 32 acres adjacent to Greenville’s protected Lake Conestee park.
Summary of Case Study City Annexations
The annexation behavior of case study cities demonstrated by the ordinance review
compliments and supports findings from the state-wide policymaker survey. However, a direct
linkage to behavior and survey results is not possible because only seven survey respondents live in
case study cities. Regardless, I believe the case study analysis accomplishes its purpose, to
demonstrate annexation in action, and to put a face on the survey data and findings.
Table 9. Summary of Case Study City Annexations
Greenville
City Population (2021)
Population Change (2010-2021)
Annexations (1980-2020)
Annexations (2000-2020)
Land Area Change (Acres) (2010-2021)
Land Area Change % (2010-2021)
City Elasticity (Rusk, 1993, p. 140)

74,207
24.9%
211
127
2,368
14.2%
22.5
(Moderate)

Charleston

Columbia

Florence

140,476
16.4%
1,047
397
11,392
18.4%
31.0
(Hyper)

129,482
-.1%
915
322
7,488
9.4%
29.5
(Hyper)

38,721
2.0%
351
180
3,456
30.5%
N.A.

Past Strategies

The annexation activity of the case study cities differs substantially (Table 10). Charleston
and Columbia actively annex, collectively annexing sixteen square miles of land in the last ten years.
Greenville annexed one-tenth the area of Charleston and lower than Florence, a smaller city.
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Table 10. Case Study City Annexation Behavior (2012-2021)
# Parcels

Key Strategies

Annexation for Good?

Charleston

Acres
Annexed
7,161

547

• Limited blight, low-income areas
• Recent environment and land
protection

Columbia

2,891

508

Florence

1,285

387

757

188

• Large parcels
• Fill-in previously annexed areas
• Charleston County created an urban
growth boundary
• Fill-in previously annexed area
• No clear geographic focus
• Geographically focused annexation
to the west of the city
• No active annexation strategy until
recently; “Take them as they come.”

Greenville

• Some annexations of low-income
areas
• Some annexation to protect
open space
• Some annexation to protect
open space (e.g., Conestee)
• Some annexation for blight (e.g.,
Legacy School)

Much of the annexations are to fill-in enclave parcels created by previous annexations.
Some focus is shown in annexing specific geographies.
All case study cities demonstrate some willingness to annex for good. Although limited
annexations are conducted of low-income, blighted neighborhoods, cities seem willing to annex to
protect land and conserve open space. Although additional research and analysis is required, cities
demonstrate a willingness to annex for good.

RESEARCH CHALLENGES, LIMITATIONS, AND THREATS TO VALIDITY
Every research effort encounters challenges, including this study. Here, they manifested in
data collection and research validity. Annexation data is not readily available or accessible and is
inconsistent across data sources. Measures of annexation are not standardized. Participating in the
U.S. Census Boundary and Annexation Survey is voluntary for cities, and I estimate that 20% of
annexations are not reported. Additionally, the definition and measurement of annexation are
inconsistent. Some sources consider annexation by ordinance, including many land parcels, while
others consider annexation by tax parcel.
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A crucial piece of the case study city analysis is exploring differences by city land parcels.
Some GIS departments in case study cities were open and collaborative in sharing GIS shapefiles,
while one city attempted to charge 40 cents per record, $32,000 for the data. This is certainly not
within the budget of a graduate student. Databases provided by cities were not similarly formatted
nor provided the same type of information.

Research Validity and Potential Bias
Research validity and bias are present in all research studies. The goal of the research
methodology in this thesis is to minimize these biases to ensure the results adequately and
accurately reflect the population's opinions. The primary concerns with the methodology are
sampling bias and respondent bias.
Some critical questions addressed by the research methodology are: How does sampling
bias affect the results? Are final sample sizes adequate for analysis? Were respondents honest, and
did they answer truthfully? Finally, did the survey measure the intent of the research?
Most of the potential bias lies with the policymaker survey. Respondents were guaranteed
anonymity and confidentially, and my position as a Greenville City Council Member was not
disclosed in any correspondence. With a response rate of 61%, the survey returns provide a
confidence interval of +/-6% that respondent opinions reflect the opinions of the survey population.
I also believe the survey accurately measured the intent of the research.

Research Challenges and Limitations
A limitation of the annexation volume analysis is inconsistency in how annexations are
measured. In addition, there are limitations of the data. First, if multiple parcels are annexed, some
jurisdictions count it as one annexation, while others count it as the number of properties. The U.S.
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Census compiles annexation activity in the Boundary Annexation Survey, but the survey is compiled
by state and year. Second, no national longitudinal database is available, and the databases must be
combined and collected for analysis. Finally, the year of annexation in the database is when the
annexation is entered into the BAS system, not the actual date. As a result, almost 40% of recorded
annexations are duplicates and purged from the analysis when combining databases. Finally, the
inclusion of the size of the annexation is inconsistent. For example, no annexation land area
information is entered for any South Carolina annexation.
An additional challenge is the linkage of the survey data with the analysis of case study
cities. Seven out of a possible thirteen respondents to the survey represented case study cities, not
providing an adequate sample for analysis. However, qualitative open-ended responses added value
to the analysis. In retrospect, the low number of respondents in case study cities reinforces the
importance of the in-depth case study analyses.

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
RESEARCH DISCUSSION
The primary research conducted in this study confirm discoveries of the literature review.
The survey data directly confirms that South Carolina cities use annexation to increase the tax base,
grow populations, and increase land area. The case studies supplement the policymaker survey and
identify cities who are beginning to use annexation for good.
In spite of South Carolina laws intended to restrict annexation, South Carolina cities are
actively annexing properties. Cities have found ways to work with the regulations and annex
anyway. However, the legal restrictions still make annexation difficult and should be reviewed.
Emerging considerations include using annexation to improve blighted areas and protect
environmentally sensitive areas and open space. As South Carolina cities prepare for their next
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chapters, annexation is valuable for growing the tax base and population. Annexation positions the
cities as compassionate cities helping distressed areas improve and excel. This thesis does not
recommend focusing all annexation energy upon depressed properties but balancing annexations
with growth and tax base enhancement.
Annexation for good should be viewed in two different forms, to improve blight and for
environmental protection. Annexations for environmental protection include open space or
environmentally sensitive area conservation, to create parks, and to provide conservation
easements. Survey respondents are more willing to support this type of annexation, most likely
because providing fire and police service, and infrastructure are less costly. Annexations for blight
can include lower income neighborhoods or to develop affordable housing. These areas can be
extremely expensive to service.
According to survey respondents, the most significant hurdle to more aggressive municipal
annexation is that people living outside the city believe taxes are higher in the city. Therefore, an
extensive education campaign should be developed to share the benefits of benevolent annexation,
including tax savings and enhanced services. In addition, concerted, directed public relations
campaigns show residents the value of living within city boundaries. Finally, a public relations
campaign can also educate policymakers and residents on the importance and value of annexation
for good.
In this thesis, I present a new paradigm for municipal annexation, where annexation moves
beyond merely growing the tax base and population. Annexation can be bolder than this. Cities have
the opportunity to shape the future of communities with a focus on equity, compassion, and
community redevelopment beyond the traditional “power elite” emphasis.
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CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
Annexation for societal and environmental benefit is possible. South Carolina cities are
willing to consider using annexation for public benefit. While cities have not embraced annexation
for the public good in the past, interest among South Carolina policymakers in reevaluating
annexation strategies for social and environmental good is emerging.
South Carolina is positioned to be a national leader in benevolent annexation and
strategically use annexation to improve fringe areas while improving the lives of citizens throughout
our communities. Some suggested policy changes resulting from this study are recommended.
Understand the Costs of Annexation to the City and Residents.
“In spite of what shows up as an excess of costs over revenues, a city may decide that in the
long run it pays to annex for other than monetary reasons” (American Society of Planning Officials,
1958, p. 15). Cities are often hesitant to annex properties because of the cost to provide
infrastructure and police and fire protection. Prior to annexing a property, a full cost-benefit analysis
needs to be performed. Even if costs exceed revenues, this should not prevent the annexation.
Cities must understand what they are getting into.
Make Annexation for Good a Priority and Plan for the Future.
Survey responses reveal that city councils and administrators are not a barrier to more
extensive annexation and annexation can be a priority for policymakers. Some cities, like Charleston
and Greenville created staff positions dedicated to specifically to annexation identification and
administration.
The research also encourages policymakers to create policies, plans, and strategies for
annexation. “One of the values in developing an annexation policy is that it forces a government to
stop and think a bit about the future size and shape of the city and its position in a metropolitan
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area: (American Society of Planning Officials, 1958, p. 12). The American Society of Planning Officials
(1958) continues,
Additionally, master plans should go beyond current municipal boundaries and
include potential annexation candidates. “Make the same kind of studies for the
fringe areas as a made for the city proper. Or rather, to include those fringe areas in
master plan studies where they are being made for the city, In other words,
planning should be undertaken on an urban-wide basis regardless of municipal
boundaries (p. 10).
Pass South Carolina Enclave Annexation Legislation.
South Carolina has long considered an enclave bill to allow municipalities to require enclave
and “donut hole” properties to enter municipal boundaries automatically. Passing this legislation
would significantly impact municipalities' ability to annex properties and improve services.
Local officials reported that enclaves—unincorporated areas completely surrounded
by a city—disrupt the efficient delivery of services and create confusion among
residents. Residents and businesses located in enclaves are completely surrounded
by a municipality and often face uncertain public safety response times and
inefficient service delivery” (Municipal Association of South Carolina, 2018,¶ 2).
In 2016, the S.C. General Assembly proposed H3158, the Local Government Efficiency Act, to
address the challenges donut holes pose to municipalities. The conditions of the proposal are that
an enclave is 25 acres or less, a city surrounds it for more than five years, the city notifies all
property owners of its intent to annex, the City Council conducts a public hearing, and all services
will be provided (Municipal Association of Cities, 2018). Unfortunately, the bill is still in committee
six years after being introduced. I could not determine the current status of the legislation.
Redefine Geographic Contiguity.
Flagpole annexations are legally tricky. As seen from case law, flagpole annexations often
receive legal challenges. However, redefining contiguity will help municipalities better define and
facilitate annexations. Additionally, some municipalities can legally use water covenants to establish
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contiguity. The research findings do not fully support noncontiguous annexation, but a more precise
definition of contiguity will help cities better understand future annexations.
Provide Annexation Incentives to Developers and Property Owners.
Some incentives for properties to annex can incentivize developers and property owners
and developers to consider annexations. For example, waiving annexation application fees,
permitting application fees, and business license fees for commercial properties are effective tools.
Additionally, through streetscape incentives and public/private partnerships, cities have other
opportunities to make annexations work.
Create Urban Growth Boundary Areas.
Charleston created Urban Growth Boundaries in its comprehensive plan. Urban Growth
Boundary areas protect rural, potentially environmentally sensitive areas from future development.
Creating Urban Growth Boundaries and promising practices like conservation easements and
property protection are necessary strategies to protect environmentally sensitive areas in lieu of
annexation.

FUTURE RESEARCH
This research uncovered additional areas worthy of exploration. “Continued empirical
research is necessary to inform planning practice in its effort to better understand these
complexities and to promote positive policy change” (Edwards, 2009, p. 133). Additional research
includes using Hedonic Pricing Models can determine the longitudinal impact of annexation on
housing and land values. For example, what happened to the value of properties after annexation?
What happens to the quality of services? What impact did annexation have on displacement and
gentrification? A historical review of the impact of annexation would be a valued future study.
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An additional process is developing a strategic planning model for cities as they develop
their annexation plans. Using GIS spatial analysis, a model identifying parcels most suitable for
“good” annexation can be developed, helping cities identify priority annexation parcels.
South Carolina and the case study cities are limited in the understanding of annexation in
the country. Future research could explore regional and national attitudes toward annexation. An
interesting study would be to compare the types of annexations conducted by states with restrictive
annexation policy to those with more open policies. Instead of a limited state-level survey of
annexation behavior, a national study would create a more robust understanding of beneficial
annexation.
####
Nevertheless, I refer back to the research question, “Are South Carolina cities willing to use
annexation for societal and environmental good? If so, how? If not, why?” South Carolina is the
second most annexing state in the country, even with restrictive annexation regulations. Annexation
is a valuable tool for revenue and population growth. Although annexation for good has not been a
priority for South Carolina cities, the consideration of using annexation for societal and environment
good is emerging. Annexation for good is possible in South Carolina, and can become an important
tool for cities to improve blighted areas and conserve open space and environmentally sensitive
land.
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APPENDICES
SURVEY INSTRUMENT
Invitation to participate
As part of a thesis with my Master’s in City and Regional Planning at Clemson University, I am
working with Dr. Caitlin Dyckman and surveying South Carolina policymakers' opinions about
municipal annexation.
The purpose of the research is to understand the challenges of boundary expansion as cities attempt
to grow their communities and ultimately help municipalities understand annexation as a vehicle to
improve local communities and the lives of their residents.
I would like to ask you to participate in a short telephone interview that should take about 15
minutes. I will call you in the next few days to set up this conversation. Your responses will be
confidential, and your answers will only be used in aggregate with other respondents. If you would
like to set up an interview prior to my call, send me some times you are available.
I will not ask any personal or non-publicly available questions. Although I will record our
conversation, the recordings will be destroyed at the completion of the study. Additionally, nothing
you say will be directly attributed to you and your response will be reported in aggregate with the
responses from other interviewees. The study has been approved by Clemson’s Institutional Review
Board.
Finally, the results of this study may be published in professional journals and publications and
presented at industry conferences. The information collected during the study could be used for
future research. All identifiable information will be removed and the de-identified information could
be used for future research studies without additional informed consent from the participants. Any
recordings will not be shared publicly or with anyone not on the study team.
If you have questions about the study, please contact me by email or 864-430-0636. If you have
questions or concerns about your rights in this research study, please contact the Clemson
University Office of Research Compliance (ORC) at 864-656-0636 or irb@Clemson.edu. The Clemson
IRB will not be able to answer some study-specific questions. However, you may contact the
Clemson IRB if I cannot be reached or if you wish to speak with someone other than me or Dr.
Dyckman.
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Email Invitation to Participate
As part of a thesis for my Master’s in City and Regional Planning at Clemson University, I am
surveying South Carolina policymakers' opinions about municipal annexation. The research aims to
understand the challenges of boundary expansion as cities attempt to grow their communities and
ultimately help municipalities understand annexation as a vehicle to improve local communities and
the lives of their residents, both socially and environmentally.
The survey should take less than 10 minutes to complete. Your responses are confidential, and your
answers will only be used in aggregate with other respondents. We will not attribute any of your
responses directly to you. The results of this study may be published in professional journals and
publications and presented at industry conferences. The information collected during the study
could be used for future research. All identifiable information will be removed and the de-identified
information could be used for future research studies without additional informed consent from the
participants.
Please return your survey by March 3. If you would like a summary of the findings from this
research, which will be completed in May 2022, send me an email at rstall@clemson.edu. If you
have questions about the study or the survey, please contact Russell Stall by email or 864-430-0636
or Dr. Caitlin Dyckman at cdyckman@clemson.edu. This study has been approved by Clemson’s
Internal Review Board, who may be reached at irb@clemson.edu or 864-656-0636.
Follow this link to the Survey: ${l://SurveyLink?d=Take the Survey}
Or copy and paste the URL below into your internet browser: ${l://SurveyURL}
Follow the link to opt out of future emails: ${l://OptOutLink?d=Click here to unsubscribe}
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Survey Instrument
Your Opinions Count
Tell Us About Your City
Annexation is defined as expanding municipal boundaries by bringing contiguous parcels to the city limits into
the city.
1.

Over the last 10 years, how has your city grown? Would you say your city has grown rapidly, moderately,
remained steady, or decreased?
o
o
o
o

2.

How active is your municipality in annexing areas currently outside your city limits into the city?
o
o
o
o

3.

Grown rapidly (25% or more)
Grown Moderately (10% up to 25%)
Grown slightly (1% up to 10%)
Remained the Same or Decreased

Active annexation (i.e., used 5 - 10 times a year)
Some annexation (i.e., used less than 5 times each year)
Limited annexation (i.e., used once every few years)
Not active; will annex only if approached or initiated by property owners in proposed annexation
areas

What are the primary reasons your city has annexed properties over the past decade? (Check all that
apply.) [ROTATE RESPONSES.]
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Grow the city's population
Grow the city's land area
Increase the city's tax base
Improve fringe properties currently outside the city
Decrease blight
Provide better fire and police protection to properties outside the city
Provide better water and sewage service to properties outside the city
Protect political boundaries
Protect from annexation from neighboring municipalities
Improve infrastructure such as roads, sidewalks, and sewer
Address environmental concerns
Address issues of social justice
Improve access to parks and open spaces
Improve water quality
Decrease taxes for residents
Protect environmentally sensitive areas or protect open space

4. Are there other reasons your municipality has annexed properties?
________________________________________________________________
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5.

What are and have been some of the barriers to annexation in your city over the past decade? (Check all
that apply.) [ROTATE RESPONSES.]
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o

6.

Annexation is not a priority for city leadership (Mayor, Manager/Administrator, City Council, Planning
Department)
Constrained by state law
The cost of providing police and fire coverage to annexed properties
The cost of providing infrastructure to annexed properties
A perceived increase in property tax rates
Do not have staff and resources to facilitate the annexation process
The annexation process is too complicated
People living outside the municipality do not want to be in the city
Other (Specify Below) ________________________________________________

What would make annexation easier in your municipality?
________________________________________________________________

7.

Are there specific annexation strategies your city uses to improve social and environmental issues?
________________________________________________________________

8.

Municipalities most often use annexation to increase the city's population and expand the city's tax base
and revenue. Some cities use annexation to improve depressed areas outside the city limits and for social
and environmental good. How strongly does your city consider annexation as a way to improve these
areas?
o
o
o
o

9.

The city already does this
The city would strongly consider
The city might consider
The city would probably not consider

Rate your agreement with the following statements. Do you agree or disagree with the statement?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Most residents are in favor of annexation.
People outside the city limits are in favor of annexation.
Annexation leads to gentrification and displacement.
Annexation should be used to improve depressed areas.
Annexation can create social and environmental value for the public good.
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Disagree

1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
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10. Consider this scenario. An adjacent residential neighborhood has approached the city interested in
annexing city boundaries. The area is depressed, with median home values at 75% of those within the
city. The crime rate is relatively high, yet water and sewer infrastructure are currently in place. The
Planning Commission has identified the area with high potential for revitalization, although the city will
probably not see positive revenue flow for several years.
Using a five-point scale, with 5 being “Strongly consider” and 1 being “Not consider,” how likely would
your city be to consider annexing this property with this limited information?
o
o
o
o
o

Not consider
Probably not consider
Might consider
Probably consider
Strongly consider

11. Consider this scenario. A developer has expressed interest in developing a currently undeveloped 50-acre
parcel contiguous to your city. The developer would like to build a market rate subdivision with 300 single
family homes at price points slightly below the median home value in your city. Your city is considering
annexing the property and creating a conservation easement to protect the open space. The suggested
use is to create parks, open space, recreational areas, and walking/biking trails. As a protected area,
expected tax revenues are small, yet municipal maintenance requirements are minimal as well.
Using a five-point scale, with 5 being “Strongly consider” and 1 being “Not consider,” how likely would
your city be to consider annexing this property with this limited information?
o
o
o
o
o

Not consider
Probably not consider
Might consider
Probably consider
Strongly consider

About You and Your City
The following questions are used to understand differences between groups of respondents. All responses will
be aggregated with the responses from others, and your answers will not be identified.
12. What is your city and state?
City: _______________ State: ____________
13. What is your current position or role?
o
o
o
o
o

Mayor
City Manager/Town Administrator
Planning Director
Planning Department Staff
Other. Specify: _____________________
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14. What is the current population of your municipality?
o
o
o
o

Less than 10,000
10,000 up to 25,000
25,000 up to 50,000
50,000 or more

15. Finally, are there other issues, concerns, or suggestions to help with this research?

Thank you for participating. If you send me your email address at rstall@clemson.edu, I will send you a final
report of our findings. Your email address will not be used for any other purposes and will be deleted after
sending you the report.
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SURVEY SAMPLE WEIGHTING CALCULATION
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SURVEY OPEN-ENDED VERBATIM COMMENTS

Survey Open-Ended Verbatim Responses
The next few pages share verbatim responses to the open-ended questions of the survey.
Comments have been corrected for spelling and references that could identify the respondent have
been removed.
Q4. Are there other reasons your municipality has annexed properties?
Landowner Request

To Get Services

•

Because the property owner requested it. The City
does not actively seek annexations.

•

•

Developers request annexation for more efficient
reviews, permitting, etc.

Annexations have been initiated by property
owners to obtain City sewer and water services.
The City has a policy of not providing sewer service
outside of its political boundaries. This necessitates
annexation for service.

•

In our case, annexation is typically initiated by the
property owner. We have a shared planning
document with the County which encourages
development within a growth boundary.

•

Folks request to be annexed so they may have
water and sewer.

•

Required agreement for water service

•

Most have been requested annexations by private
landowners to access city services

•

•

Most have been requested annexations by private
landowners to access city services.

•

Property owners asked to be annexed

•

Very difficult for cities to annex unless adjoining
property owner wants to come in

•

We annex only by request.

The primary reason that our town has annexed
properties within the last 10 years is in order to
facilitate requests for town utilities from residential
land developers. However, within the last 18
months or so, this attitude has changed as the
town now no longer wishes to annex additional
land for residential development. The town is
generally open to requests to annex commercial
property as it is better from a services and taxing
standpoint.

•

We are asked to do so by property owners.

•

•

We have developers who actively want to be in the
city due to our ability to work closely on projects.
They want an active partner in their development
now and in the future with city services. Most
times they are asking to come into the city for new
developments.

We process a large number of annexations every
year. Most are existing residential properties and
proposed subdivisions seeking City services such as
water/sewer services, fire and police protection, or
sanitation service.

•

We process a large number of annexations every
year. Most are existing residential properties and
proposed subdivisions seeking City services such as
water/sewer services, fire and police protection, or
sanitation service.

•

Annexation typically occurs when a property owner
that is located in a donut hole requests annexation.

•

Closing doughnut holes and fix sawtooth
jurisdictional issues.

•

The biggest one is Fill in donut holes.

•

We have only annexed when asked.
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•

To fill in the donut holes caused by past
annexations

•

We often annex to close "donut holes". Properties
that may be surrounded by municipal boundaries
but aren't in the City. Closing donut holes has been
our primary goal over the past few years and we've
rarely expanded the city footprint.

Other Reasons
•

Although we have no annexations in the last
decade, the last round of annexations occurred to
protect political boundaries, protect from
neighboring municipalities, and to increase the tax
base.

•

Annexation is vital to ensure zoning and
appearance and design standards are consistent
across the city planning region. Given the relative
difficulty and limits on annexation we have been as
proactive as possible to ensure that we are best
positioned to have substantial influence as new
develop occurs.

•

Coordinated planning of areas adjacent to City
boundaries

Economic and Development
•

Diversify (vs. just increase) tax base

•

Economic development and growth opportunity

•

To capture properties in the Opportunity Zone
legislation for economic growth

•

Control development.

•

Control growth, apply local regulations to land
immediately adjacent, so that it retains similar
growth/development characteristics, allow for
flexible development standards

•

Growth boundaries were agreed upon as a joint
planning effort in the northern portion of the
county to drive municipal density developments
into the municipalities.

•

Industrial Development

•

•

[Our city] currently has 480 single family homes in
its corporate town limits. However, we are getting
ready to permit over 750 new single family homes
over the next 3 months. We are going through a
rather explosive growth phase right now, with the
potential for another 3,200 single family homes to
be permitted in the second half of this year.

Other reasons would include: 1. fixing 911 call
response zones. Some properties are bisected and
sit both in and out of the city limits. We've annexed
several properties so that all portions sit within our
jurisdiction 2. To increase utility revenue. We
generally gain revenue by providing water and/or
sewer service.

•

Since SC state laws are not helpful to municipalities
annexing it is extremely hard to get areas annexed.
The Town did make a conscious effort 20 years ago
but property owners did not want to be part of the
Town.

•

The need to increase the housing stock because of
employment growth

•

The only four annexations that have occurred in
the past ten years were due to 1: keeping one large
development in the same municipality 2: to provide
for expansion of one of our wastewater treatment
plants 3: to accept a gift of land to expand our
primary recreational park and 4: to allow one
single family home on the edge of town to have
access to City water and sewer

•

There is a lot of discussion about annexation to
improve properties surrounding [our town], but
not much action has been taken.

•

We are a barrier island

•

We have not, land locked on 2 sides and the
remaining area would cost more to provide the
services for than we would receive in revenues.

•

[Our city] has annexed properties and residents
within our urban area. Our strategic annexations
are targeted to encompass our urban service area.
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Q5. What are and have been some of the barriers to annexation in your city over the past decade? Other
Reasons
Special Purpose Districts

Other Reasons

•

•

Council does not support annexation to 'up zone'

•

Lack of information on the benefits of annexation

•

Lack of understanding of annexation benefits by
council and leadership

•

There have been many requests for annexation
that were specific to student housing and there is a
resistance to adding more student housing.

•

There was no interest in residential or commercial
development in [our town- between 2008 and
2016. That has suddenly changed and land owners
are rapidly coming into the Town to develop their
properties.

•

To annex in the state of South Carolina the
property must be contiguous to the City Limits, and
in general must be initiated by the property owner.

•

To elaborate on what I have previously stated,
within the last ten years, the town has heavily
facilitated voluntary annexations from residential
property developers. We are within a high growth
area of the state. Generally, the town has not
otherwise had a desire to annex property.
Moreover, within the last 18 months, the appetite
for annexing property for residential development
has greatly diminished.

•

We are land locked on a peninsula as well as
landowners not selling their properties until
recently.

None in the last 10 years. The barrier to any
proposed annexation is the existence of a public
service district adjacent to the City. We still owe
the district a share of its property taxes for all
properties we annex. This share is greater than our
total taxes and so we now pay annually for each
property we previously annexed.

•

State chartered public service districts

•

Because of competition between utilities, we
cannot offer water to areas we don't already offer
it, therefore there is no incentive to enter the city.

•

The fire service has a hook with bonds. The rural
fire departments sell bonds when they buy trucks
and such, those bonds obligate everyone in that
service district to pay the fire assessment for a
specified number of years. If we annexed an area,
they would have to pay our tax rate and still pay
the fire assessment until the related bonds are
satisfied. This is a big hurdle.
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Q6. What would make annexation easier in your municipality?
Enclaves and Donut Holes

Legislative Change

•

A more simplified process. Dealing with doughnut
holes .

•

A change in state law

•

An update state law on annexation

•

Ability to annex donut holes; better state enabling
legislation; ability to buy property for annexation
to fill in gaps

•

Change in state policies

•

Change of State Laws

Ability to fill in enclaves and create confusion and
delay in services and protection. Ability to have
zoning ability for areas that are within our growth
framework.

•

Change state law to allow cities to annex donut
holes.

•

Changes to state law.

Allow municipalities to annex properties wholly
surrounded by incorporated properties

•

Flexibility in state law.

•

Having the state absorb those fire obligations
would help us. We have one adjoining area that is
industrial and we would provide better service to
them but the fire assessment is huge so paying for
both makes no business sense to them.

•

Improved State laws allowing forced annexation
where it makes sense.

•

Reform to state annexation law. 75% method
favors rental properties over owner-occupied and
25% method is also difficult in areas with high
transient populations.

•

Relaxing of State Laws.

•

Simplification of the state laws governing
annexation.

•

The law that states that 75% of owners of assessed
property values have to approve annexation. I
would like to see just a simple majority of property
owners approve being annexed.

•

75% method of annexation area being able to be
adapted while collecting signatures. Not
established before.

•

•
•

Allowing for automatic annexation for doughnut
holes

•

Donut hole annexation laws that favor even
borders.

•

Easier state laws on closing donut holes

•

Enclave annexation "donut holes"

•

Enclave annexation and an annexation process
similar to NC.

•

If state law would change to help with donut holes

•

Our community has many "donut holes" because
state annexation policy does not cause automatic
annexation once a parcel is surrounded by the
municipality. Closing this loophole would allow for
better delivery of service and clarify of
jurisdictional boundaries.

•
•

Provision for "donut" holes - county areas
surrounded by town
State law changes to allow easier closing of enclave
areas ("donut holes") and expansion into
water/sewer service territory without being
contiguous

•

The ability for local government(s) to compel
annexation of "donut holes".

•

The ability to annex “doughnut holes” with minimal
restrictions

•

We support the legislation currently under
consideration in the House to allow municipalities
to annex enclaves (donut holes.)

Contiguity
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•

Allow for systematic annexation of properties fully
or substantially surrounded the municipality. Relax
requirements to achieve contiguity especially
within the comprehensive planning area of the
municipality.

•

Removing the "adjacent and contiguous" Supreme
Court ruling

•

Sensible state legislation that encouraged
incremental growth at the edges of municipalities.
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Staff and Resources

Other

•

A larger staff to pursue and handle the workload.

•

Allow annexation as city is able to provide services

•

Additional staff in the planning and development
department (annexation is a staff labor intensive
process)

•

Cost analysis in verses out of the Town.

•

In our situation, the annexation process has not
proved to be difficult. We have a ready waiting list
of development groups who would want to be
annexed if the town would move forward. But, the
town does not wish to have annexations that
would provide for large tract, residential
development at this time.

•

It's not a complicated process. At least it doesn't
have to be. The main thing would be for the
leadership to make it a priority.

•

More flexible zoning classifications

•

Adopting a clearly defined strategy and plan,
develop supporting marketing materials and having
a dedicated staff to follow-through

•

Council that worked together for the betterment of
the town.

•

Having the financial resources and personnel to
accommodate new areas. City resources such as
public works and police are stretched thin with
existing jurisdiction.

•

More staff resources to dedicate.

•

Property owners selling their remaining land

•

Greater community understanding, both inside and
outside, about why we might annex additional
areas boarding the city.

•

Stronger policy commitment …. and it’s happening

•

The dissolution of neighboring public service
districts or relief from paying part of their lost
property tax collections.

•

We have aggressively annexed over the past 6
years.

•

Weighing the benefits which we have in place now.
Annexation tool

•

List all benefits associated within the city

•

The process is about as simple as it can possibly be.

•

Annexation would be considered if we had a
sustained increase in revenue to support the cost
of infrastructure and services needed for new
residents and businesses.

•

Better incentive program.

•

Water and sewer expansion
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Q7. Are there specific annexation strategies your city uses to improve social and environmental issues?
•

Extend and Improve Services
•

Extending sewer (or water) mains to areas not
served if they annex. Otherwise, supporting
communities seeking annexation.

•

Most people wanting to annex want a certain
service whether it’s cheaper water/sewer service
or some sort of service that is not provided by not
being annexed.

•

Not providing water / sewer service to target
properties without annexation

•

Properties that need sewer service which have
been discontinued for six months or people who
need to come into service

•

Typically infrastructure, water, sewer, gas, electric,
also improved fire/police protection

•

We have annexed certain properties simply to
ensure better police protection for the community.

•

We make access to Town water and sewer a precondition for annexation into Town limits.

•

We try to explain that annexation cuts water and
sewer rates as much as 50% and that for most
people it is a winning transaction financially.
However, they still object to any new tax and
choose to keep the higher utility rates because
they feel better about paying less taxes.

•

Policy
•

Adoption of Annexation Policy

•

This is something to consider including in a defined
plan

•

We have funded an Annexation Planner to assist
with the processing and outreach that can be a
resource to communities that can't afford their
own private sector assistance with the annexation
process.

No Additional Strategies

We try to tout the services will improved

•

There are no specific annexation strategies.

•

We annex to protect against multi-family housing
and strengthen our commercial development

•

We would rather have adjacent properties in the
city limits and under our standards vs county
zoning.

•

We've created an incentive package to induce
annexations. We generally use our high quality and
quick response of public safety as a sales pitch.

•

No. City leadership does not have an annexation
strategy so to speak. Our Comprehensive Plan and
Strategic Plan both call for annexation in certain
areas and recommends uses and how it can help
reduce traffic and provide more affordable
housing. The leadership is more inclined to want to
keep things like they are.

•

No, we are generally approached by the
landowner/developer and then examine the
economic viability of the proposal.

•

No, we have worked with our neighboring entities
to create fairly standard environmental
regulations.

•

No. We would accept one of the areas if
approached but that has never happened.

•

Not really, we only annex at the property owner's
request - mostly for utilities in the development of
residential subdivisions.

Annexation for Good
•

Annexation as a means to conserve sensitive
natural areas along our River is used relatively
often

•

Sustainability of our parks

•

We attempt to locate black families to join the
Town which was once 55% black and now is 51%
black population

•

When properties are annexed into the town, we do
have environmental mandates that would apply to
such properties. This would include stormwater
and other land development mandates.

Affordable Housing
•

Affordable housing initiatives… investment in
infrastructure

•

inclusion of an affordable housing component if
zoning in as a new PUD

We require 20% Affordable Housing for all
annexations. Council prefers to not "up zone" or
provide additional density when annexing. We
have stringent stormwater regulations and require
sewer connections to protect our water sources.
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Q15. Finally, are there other issues, concerns, or suggestions to help with this research?
•

99.9% of all annexations [in our town] have
occurred because the property owner requested it.
Also, it usually happens before homes are built.

•

A lot of your questions were strictly binary. The
questions require nuanced answers.

•

Access to water and sewer is a major reason for
annexation. Rarely do we encounter a situation
where annexation is used as a tool for socioeconomic engineering.

Our approach is generally, owner-initiated
annexation and focused on "infill" annexations.
This might be worth including in your research
versus outward annexation.

•

Outside city folks tent to perceive annexation
negatively mainly due to a negative view of
another layer of government in their lives. This
concern is difficult to overcome even when there is
the opportunity for economic savings and better
service. Our approach is to let citizens take the
lead and we provide information and make staff
available to address concerns. Nevertheless, it is
exceedingly rare from my experience that existing
residential communities take advantage of the
opportunity.

•

Please send a copy of the completed survey results.

•

Population counts in SC cities are misleading in
some regards, because many cities host much
larger daytime populations which may requires
services, place wear and tear on roads, etc.

•

Racial fear still impacts annexation decisions.

•

Thank you for doing the research.

•

The biggest problem we face is "I don’t want the
government telling me what I can or can't do with
my property." So, many folks choose to avoid
annexation for that purpose.

•

The idea about annexation to improved depressed
areas is well thought out. The largest challenge, in
my opinion, is funding to improve these areas once
annexed, if they will not generate much tax
revenue and will require city services. Not only will
they require police, fire and public works, but the
City will need to invest funds to improve the area.
Grant funding, geared specifically at housing,
would be a great advantage for both the residents
and the City and would encourage more
annexations of this type.

•

The scenario you presented about annexing the
property and turning it in to open space probably is
not realistic because it would most likely cause
lawsuits on filed by the property owner or the
developer.

•

•

An early question asked about primary reasons for
annexation. It might also be useful to ask about
secondary reasons for annexation.

•

Annexation is a complex issue. While annexation is
important, land utilization to me is a far more
important component.

•

Annexing now is extremely difficult with rural
water systems having priority over areas that are
being considered for annexing. Our town provides
cheaper water rates than the county water system
and that’s a major reason for people wanting to
annex but state law does not let the Town "take
over" those annexed properties and provide water
service. It stays with the county water system.
That is a big hinderance.

•

is limited. I would also recommend you speak with
[provided names] because they are doing lots of
annexation and may be interesting to get more
specific information from them.

Consider how [a university] was our biggest
property for annexation that stemmed from their
need for fire services. Most that come to us for
annexation are excited to have our team working
on a development and the continued protection
and services of the city.

•

Currently, the only way to force annexation is
through the offering of utility services. Consumers
outside of the City limits pay double utility rates as
inside the City which causes anger to those nonresidents. Improving State Laws on annexation
would remove the absolute need to service some
areas with our utilities, and may remove some of
this hostility.

•

Growth, lack of infrastructure, schools

•

Many cities force annexation for water services if
you are contiguous. We haven't at this time, as we
consider that forced annexation

•

Need to be smart about process and strategy. And
need personnel with ability to sell annexation and
close the deal !

•

One thing to keep in mind with my responses is
that [my town] currently offers virtually no services
other than zoning, so the attraction to be annexed
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•

The social aspects of your questions are interesting
but cities do not exist to help lift up adjacent
neighborhoods that are unincorporated. We are
very, very lean so using our already limited fiscal
resources to spend money outside of the city
would not be an acceptable use of the public funds.
The county has way more money and the
unincorporated areas are the responsibility of the
county. The state and federal governments have a
few extra dollars too - we cannot and should not
spend city money to improve areas outside of the
city.

•

Until the General Assembly adopts more
progressive annexation laws like the ability to
unilaterally annex enclaves (donut holes),
annexation is going to remain incredibly difficult.

•

We continue to experience a decline in population
and stagnant growth in new industries to help
provide an increase in revenue.

•

Yes, the impact of "Public Service Districts"

•

You should look into the impact of special purpose
districts on municipal growth. Due to very specific
legislation governing many of the special purpose
districts, they can act as an impediment to sensible
growth.

•

Zoning, Permitted Uses, and density already
allowed for properties that are requesting
annexation. It is a major deciding factor in my
community what can be built already versus the
proposal that comes with annexation.
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